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Samuels in Washington

productivty up, too

UAP dines with President Johnson

Continuing arms race menaces security-Wiesner
By Allan Green
and Jason Fane
"It is impossible to protect our
nation from massive destruction;
and each year the potential
amount of the damage grows
greater."
Commenting on an article he
had written for Scientific American, Dr. Jerome B. Wiesr,
Dean of the School of Science
and former science advisor to
President Kennedy, added: "Even
if we would outspend the Soviet
Union ten to one in military development, they would still be
able to do us great harmn."
Arms race
The article, written jointly with
Dr. Herbert York of the University of California, asserted: "If
the great powers continue to look
for solutions (to the arms race)
in the area of science and technology only, the result will be to
worsen the situation. The clearly
predictable course of the arms
race is a steady open spiral downward into oblivion."
In discussing these statements,
Dr. Wiesner pointed out the basic
problem is that "offensive power
is outrunning defensive capability." For this reason, he feels
that ever since World War IL
"the national security of the U.S.
has been rapidly and inexorably
diminishing."-Dr. Wiesner continued by saying that the rationality of the
actions of the Soviet Union reflect
their awareness of the problems
caused by continued arms development; however, he believe that
"the problem of keeping Red
China in the fold in one-of the
factors that constrains Russia's

ability to act more intelligently.
With a shift of scientific development from military applications,
Dean Wiesner sees technology and
research moving into the realm of
social and welfare problems. "The
country's population is going to
double in the next thirty-five

Commenting on his evening
spent at the White House, Bill
Samuels '65, Undergraduate Association President, said that it
was a "fantastic experience."
Samuels was invited by President and Mrs. Johnson to the
White House reception for more
than 230 college leaders from

(Please turn to page 1)

Tobin gets new post
Mr. David J. Tobin has been appointed Institute Secretary for
Foundations.
V. A. Fulmer, Vice President and Secretary of the Institute
announced the appointment last week and described it as follows:"This newly established post is organized within the. Office of
the Vice President and Secretary to serve as a focal point in the
MIT Administration for more effective liaison with the foundation
field broadly.
"As Institute Secretary for Foundations, Mr. Tobin will have the
prime responsibility for planning and soliciting gifts and grants from
foundations, and for providing support to the senior officers of MIT
to faculty of the Institute when appropriate. In addition, he will
participate in the over-all development program of MIT through
membership in the Development Council."
Mr. Tobmin, of Belmont, received his S.M. degree in Chemical
Engineering from MIT in 1946. Recently, he has served as Vice
President and Secretary of General Vacuum Corporation.
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Assets increased
over $13.5 million
during last year
Construction during the last academic year added over 13.5 million dollars to the value of MIT's
physical plant. The total value of
Tech's campus is now over 72.9
million dollars according to the
1964 Treasurer's Report just published.
Operational expenses for the
Institute last year were listed as:
educational and general expenses, $32.0 million, expenses of
general departmental research,
$32.3 million; and expenses of
major laboratories and special research, $84.8 million.
On the other hand over $20.2
million in gifts were presented to
Tech in 1963-64. These were added to a balance sheet which
listed the total endowment at
$83.9 million, expendable and
building funds at $55.1 million,
and other funds at $34.9 million.
This gave the Institute total
funds of over 173.9 million dollars.
Among the investments listed
at their market value on June 30,
1964 were: $82.1 million in bonds;
$35.5 million in stocks; $13.9 million real estate; $4.4 million in
commercial paper; $15.2 million
in special interest bank accounts;
and $12.9 million in special investments. Also listed under investments was $4,957,000 in student notes receivable. MIT's total invested funds exceeded 168

million dollars.A breakdown of investments
showed that Tech holds $38.9 million in U.S. government bonds,
and at least one million dollars
worlh of stock (book value) in
G e n e r a I Motors Corporation,
Christiana Securities Co., Texas
Instrumnents, Inc., I.B.M., and
Standard Oil of New Jersey. The
Institute holds over a half million
dollars in stocks of nine additional corporations, and at least a
quarter million dollars in stocks
of 30 more companies.
Students contributed $6.2 million in tuition to the institute in
addition to $3.4 million in scholarships and loans which also
went to cover fees. Dorm rentals
and dining facilities netted $2.6
millinn.
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across the country.
In welcoming the students, President Johnson termed the affair
as a nonpolitical gathering. He
added:
"I can't ask you to cast your
first vote for the Democrats and
I absolutely refuse to misguide
you in any other direction."
President Jomhnson announced
that a program of White House
Fellows is currently under consideration. As planned, the Fellows would be a group of 15 professional people between the ages
of 23 and 35 who have completed
military and educational commitments. The a p p o i n t ments
would be for terms of 15 months.
During the period in Washington,
the Fellows would work with the
President and the various cabinet
members and present weekly
seminars.
Speaking on another topic,
Johnson expressed the belief that
there is more freedom in other
countries than when he was a
young man. He also said that he
believes that- America and the
world have gained-not lostfreedom in this century.
In addition to the President, the
students also heard speeches by
various cabinet members. Secretary of State, Dean Rusk, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, and Secretary of Labor,
Willard Wirtz all spoke on topics
related to their cabinet positions.
After the speeches, the students
passed through a receiving line
to meet President and Mrs. Johnson and their daughter, Lynda
Bird. Lynda Bird then escorted
the group to a buffet supper in
the State Dining Room.
Samuels stated that the supper

hour was one of the highlights of
the evening. He had the opportunity to talk with the Johnson
family and the various cabinet
members who had spoken earlier
in the evening. Samuels also spent
a few minutes with President
Johnson discussing various tonics
including the election campaign.
At the suggestion of Secretary
of State Rusk, bulletin boards
were available in the foyer sho-wing the latest football scores for
the benefit of the students.
After the supper, the group
moved on to the East Room,
where Lynda Bird introduced the
entertainment to close out the
evening. The Chad Mitchell Trio,
comedian Bob Newhart, and the
Stan Getz Quartet performed from
a temporary stage set up for the
affair.
Samuels noted that the atmosphere for the entire evening was
very informal. However, he added
that as he "walked out of the
main gate, never to be back in
again," the evening had been the
high point of his MIT life.
The Boston Council, a group
composed of heads of student government from various colleges in
the Boston area, was well represented in Washington. Student
leaders were present from Northeastern, Harvard, Wellesley, Boston College, Tufts, Boston University, Brandeis, Wheaton, Jackson, and Newton College of the
Sacred Heart.
Samuels credited the Boston
Council meetings as a great aid
for his trip. He said that knowing ten leaders from the Boston
area was quite helpful in meeting leaders from other parts of
the country.
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Conference had four main topics
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New ROTC bill becomes law
A bill, authorizing a new Reserve Officers Training C o r p s
program was signed into law
Monday by President Lyndon B.
Johnson.
The new law provides for two
concurrent ROTC programs, one
for two years, one for four. Those
in the four-year program would
receive free tuition, books, laboratory fees, and similar charges.
Added to this would be $50 a
month for 10 months of each academic year.
Those in the two-year program,
would first have to successfully
complete a six - to - eight - week
training
program during the
summer after their sophomore
year. They would not receive
scholarship aid, but would receive
a minimum of $40 and a maximum of $50 monthly pay. This
compares with the $27 per month
for people in Senior ROTC.
The effects of the new bill on
ROTC at MIT will be varied.
Most settled in procedure and
changes to be instituted is the
Air Force. First to receiye scholarships, stated Major Jack D.
Alexander, Commanding Officer,
will be those who are in the program this year. This year's juniors, he stated, will be the first
to benefit from the law, since
scholarship aid will probably begin with next year's seniors and
be given to as many as funds
will allow. -This may mean that

sophomores next year will not
receive aid, he said, and that it
may take several years to extend
the program through all classes.
The Institute must approve of
these moves, said Alexander, and
as soon as the information is released by the Department of Defense, the Air Science Department will present these proposals
to the faculty and administration.
The effect these proposals will
have on the Arnlmy is not yet certain, according to Colonel James
W. Gilland, Head of-the Depart(Plea.se lurn to Page 7)

The International Conference on
the Earth Sciences, given at Kresge Auditorium Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday of last week,
was attended by several hundred
specialists in the six fields represented.
The conference was held on the
occasion of the dedication of the
Cecil and Ida Green Building,
which will house the new Center
for the Earth Sciences.
The conference itself was divided into five sessions on four
topics. Wednesday morning's session, following a welcome by President Julius A. Stratton, covered
"The Earth's Environmnent." Talks
on various aspects of this field
were followed by questions from
the audience.
Wednesday afternoon was devoted to "Atmospheric Motions."
Two talks related to atmospheric
circulation on large and small
scales, and to turbulence.
Thursday morning the Conference turned to "Dynamics of the
Oceans." Ocean circulation, waves
and long-period phenomena were
the areas covered.
The final two sessions were de-

October crash of the week

Photo by Ed Eisenman
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junior Prom to start
with October 5formal
Hank Perritt, Chairman of the
Class of 1966 Junior Prom Committee, announced plans for this
year's Junior Prom, Monday, October 5.
Similar to Proms in the past,
the weekend will start with a
formal dance on Friday night at
the Statler Hilton Hotel. Saturday
morning will be Field Day, annufal competition between sophomores and freshmen, followed on
Saturday afternoon by a concert
in Kresge Auditorium. The finale
will be a Rock and Roll blast in
the Armory.
The Committee reports that the
entertainment is tops throughout
the weekend and will be announced on October 14.
Ticket sales will begin on Monday, October 19 for block sales
to living group social chairmen.
Tuesday, October -O, sales will
begin to individuals.
Junior registration cards are
required to purchase tickets.
Campus topics

__~~~~~ii_

For more complete coverage of the International Conference on the Earth Science,
see pages 2, 12, and 13.

voted to "The Solid Earth." Topics included seismology, the upper mantle, and internal motions
of the earth.
At Thursday evening's banquet
Dr. Lloyd V. Berkner, President
of the Graduate Research Center
of the Southwest, discussed "Man
and his Planet - Earth."
Concluding the conference on
Friday afternoon was the dedication of the Green Building. Attending were many members of
the conference, the Greens, the
mapor of Dallas, Texas, the
Green's home city. and Massachusetts Governor Endicott Peabody.

Massachusetts motorists strike again! Techmen view results
of Bay State driving at the corner of Ames St. and Memorial
Drive late Sunday.
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At left is the scene on-the lawn in front of The Green Center Tor tne Eartn Sciences asDedication Ceremonies proceed. In the center,. President Julius A. Stratton accepts key to the
state of Texas from Cecil Green, who provided the funds for the building. At right, Chairman
James R. Killian speaks as others on the platform look on.
U
F-

Dedication exercises for the Cecil and Ida- Green Building were
held Friday, October 2 on the
South Plaza of the Green Building.
Introductions were given by
James R. KIllian, Jr., Chairman
of the Corporation. Cecil H. Green
presented the Texas size gilt key
to his "tall Texas outpost in
Cambridge" to President Julius
A. Stratton. Henry G. Houghton,
Head of the Department of Metecrclcgy, and Robert R. Shrock,
Head cf the Department of Geology and Geophysics, accepted for
their departments.
The main address was given-by
Rcger Revelle, Director of the
Scripps Institution of Oceanogra-

phy and new Richard Saltonstall
Professor' at Harvard.
Also on the podium were Governor Peabody, Mayor Crane of
Cambridge, Mrs. Ida Green, and
I. M. Pei, architect for the
building.
In presenting his "investment
in education" to MIT, Green emphasized the interdepartmental
unity that the building represents.
Placed close to the departments
of mathematics, engineering, and
biclogical sciences, where "nearness will promote more interHe has served on visiting comdisciplinary unity," the building
mittees of Stanford University
itself houses several departments.
and the University of Toronto.
A feature Green especially likes
Since 1958 he has been a member
is the height, enough to "put the
of the MIT Corporation.
Metecrology Department in the
The Colorado School of Mines'
skies."
(Please turrn to Page 11)
To the accompaniment of East
Campus noisemakers, Green extolled the "hawnrmony -of beauty
and usefulness" of his "bridge on
end."
President Stratton, in his acThe fruition of a $6 million gift to MIT'S Second Century Fund
by Mr. and Mrs. Cecil H.- Green of Dallas, Texas, came Friday,
October 2. The dedication ceremony climaxing the International Conference on the Earth Sciences was the official opening of the tall,
slender concrete tower that is to house MIT's facilities for research
and teaching in the earth sciences.
The first building completed under the Second Century Fund, the
Green Building was designed by architects I. M. Pei and Associates
'The Earth's Environment' was
of New York City. Two hundred twenty-seven feet high, it stands as
the tallest building in Cambridge, and is part of the new scale of the Wednesday morning conferbuildings now emerging on the Boston and Cambridge banks of the ence topic. Chairmen were Dr.
Bengt G. D. Stroemgren, ProfesCharles.
.The height of the roof provides an excellent research laboratory sor of Astrophysics at the-Instifor the many activities going on below. Radar Platforms, a weather tute for Advanced Study at Princetower, a balloon shed, and a large plastic dome sheltering experi- ton, and Dr. John V. -Harrington,
Director of' MIT's Center for
mental radar equipment highlight the tall building.
Built in a fashion uncommon to most tall buildings, the Green Space Research.
Speaking on "The Sun and
Building sports no skeleton of steel girders. The poured-in-place
exposed concrete epitomizes the intentions of the designers in expres- Solar Physics," Dr. Leo Goldberg
told the assembled scientists that
sing "a design of precise order molded in concrete."
The flexible nature of the building is reflected in the interchange- the long-range goal of solar physability of various laboratory and classroom space, and the functional ics was "to construct a model of
the sun that agrees with observause of the auditorium and library.
tion
and is based on the known
Shown below is a diagram of the new Center, with floor allocations
law of physics." He expressed
shown.
surprise that the field has come
as far as it has, "although . . .
it is not very far at all."
There are two reasons, said
laboratoryFor
_.,
Goldberg, Higgins Professor of
I [IRoof
'Met[oroIogy
Astronomy at Harvard University,
'I J- 1 u1dIng Sce-Maclnery
Ser
why the solar atmosphere seems
l W9
RadarTransmitters
to have eluded theoretical understanding. One is "that we are too
prone
to human error in predict1'1/
1Meteordo log
ing the consequences of physical
"IsynOptuc
:'- 'llij
laws." The second is that we do
!-', Dynlmeteor eogy
not yet understand the dynamics
51 Planetary irulaton
_
of qases, especially in magnetic
l..-..
ITheoreuca Hydrodynmlcs
1r_-lRmge Forecasting
fields.

Wife shares interest

Green interested in education
Cecil Howard Green was born
in Manchester, England. His parents moved to Vancouver, British
Columbia, where he completed
two years at the University of
British Columbia before transferring to MIT.
After receiving a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering,
Green worked at the General
Electric Company at Schenectady
while getting his .master's in
Course VI-A.
He worked for the Raytheon
Manufacturing Company in Cambridge and the Federal Telegraph
Company Laboratories in Palo
Alto, California before, in 1930,
joining Geophysical Service Inccrporated, of Dallas, Texas.
Working for a company formed
to provide geophysical exploration
service to the petroleum industry
developed his interest in the
earth sciences. Beginning as a
Party. Chief, he moved up to
President and is now Honorary
Chairman of the Board.
Meanwhnile, he participated in
the organization and management
of Texas Instruments Incorporated, a manufacturer of electronic
devices.
Interest in -education has
brought the -Greens

in

contact

with many educational instituticns. Green helped organize the
Graduate Research Center of the
Southwest and has made several
contributions to St. Mark's School
of Dallas, a private prep school.

Atmosphere title
of second group
'Atmospheric Motions' was the
topic of the talks at the September
30 afternoon session of the International Conference on the Earth
Sciences.
Dr. Robert M. White, Chief of
the United States Weather Bureau,
was chairman of the session, and
Dr. Henry G. Houghton, Head of
the Department of Meteorology,
was Co-Chairman.
Dr. Edward N. Lorenz, Professor of Meteorology, gave the
first lecture on 'Large-Scale Motions of the Atmosphere: Circulation.' He was followed by Dr.
Arnt Eliassen, Professor of Geophysics at the Institute for Theoretical Meteorology of the Uni·versity of Oslo, who talked on
'Motions of Intermediate Scale:
Fronts and Cyclones.'
Dr. Aleksandr M. Oboukhov,
Chairman of the Institute of Atmospheric Physics of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.,
who was to speak on 'Atmospheric
Turbulence,' did not appear. He
was replaced bay Dr. William
(Please turn to page 12)

Green building opens

ceptance speech, talked of the
building as the culmination of
precedent. The first MIT buildings
were built at Copley Square on
mud just dredged up romn the
Charles River. "In 1910, when the
Institute decided to move into
Cambridge," he continued, "it
was with confidence in soil tech.
nclcgy advances that they built
cn pre-galatial. silt, fishbones and
mud." The new Green Building,
he said, is- proof of that confidence.
As if in reply to Stratton's ad.
mission that the Institute had not
long ago considered dissolving
the earth science departments in
favor of expansion in other areas,
Rcger Revelle described the im.
p.ortance the earth sciences are
beginning to have in sociology
and economics. He described the
Green Building as a "great mod.
ernm university's contribution to
the. Earth Sciences."

'The Earth's Environment'

Solar system discussed
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The sun, he said, is such a big,
bright,. spectacular object that
it is not always easy to resist the
temptation to make observations
not particularly related to the so
lution of fundamental problems."
Dr. Gerald Kuiper, Professor of
Astronomy and Director of the
University of Arizona's Lunar and
Planetary Laboratory, next spoke
on -'The Moon and Planets and
their Origins.' During this talk,
films of the Ranger moon shot
(Please turn to Page 13)
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Thursday morn's earth science conference group
discussed ocean circulation, wave spectrum
Thursday morning's session was
devoted to 'Dynamics of the
Oceans.' Chairman of the session
Room was Dr. W. Maurice Ewing, Professor of Geology and Director of
the Lamoit Geological Observatory at Columbia University. CoChairman was Dr. Columbus O'DI
Iselin, Henry Bryant Bigelow,
Oceanographer at Woods Hole
- Oceanographic Institution; Professor of Physical Oceanography
at Harvard University; and Pro-

fessor of Oceanography at the Institute.
Speaking first was Dr. Gustav
Arrhenius, Professor of Marine
Geology and Head of the'Depart'
mnent of Earth Sciences of the
University of California at San
Diego. His topic was 'Long-Period
Phencmena of the Oceans Revealed by Chemistry.'
Following Dr. Arrhenius was
Professor Henry M. Stommel,
Professor of Oceanography at the
(Please tuOrn to page 13)
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Mad killer uses MIT student's car
150-$oot sphere
in recent Andover murder-robbery
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VOTE
I

October 27.

Police - determined last week
that an automobile stolen from
MIT grad student Henry A. MorI gan, was the vehicle used by the
murderer of a gas station attendant in Andover on September

=-- -'" 1964 -What every
son should tell
I his father!

L'-L

·"p"b~"arPI·l

30.

It is possible that weapons and
ammunition that Morgan, a Naval
Lieutenant, kept in the car were
used in the brutal slaying. The
guns were missing when the auto
was found abandoned .on the
grounds of the Andover Academy.
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Tell him there's nothing like nature; The
natural shoulder line adhered to faithfully by College Hall in authentic traditional suits and sportcoats. Available in
two and three piece suits. Write for name
of nearest clothier. College Hall, Broad at
Carpenter St., Phila. 47, Pa. · N.Y. Office:
1290 Ave. of the Americas.
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By George Russell
The world's largest radome, a
150 foot high spherical antenna,
shelter, will be dedicated this
Thursday at Lincoln Laboratory's
Haystack Hill facility.
It will house a precision, 120foot-wide radar antenna, designed
to develope large ground-based
radio equipment necessary for operation of satellite-relay systems
in round-the-world communications.
The radome was designed by
Lincoln Laboratory and was constructed by the H. I. Thompson
Fiber Glass Company for the Air
Force Systems Command. It is
made of one and one-half acres
cf delicate fiberglass triangles,
measuring up to 15 feet on a side.
Each triangle is only 30 thousandths of an inch thick or about
the thickness of six sheets of
writing paper; the structure is
expected to withstand 130 mph
winds.
Since the radome was built
workers
without
scaffoldings,
stood on 70 foot "arms" suspended from an oil well drilling tower.
The sensitive radar system will
be a powerful tool in satellite
communications, space. surveillance, and inter-planetary radar
astronomy. It is expected to be

hosts Levin H. Campbell
The MIT Bull Moose Club will
hold a meeting on Thursday, October 8, from 7:30 to 9:00 pm in
Room 2-136.
Levin H. Campbell, candidate
for the Massachusetts State Senate from Cambridge, will be a
guest.
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FOR DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY

DAVIDSON JEWELERS
of Kenmore Square
GuaranteedRepair Service

able to track a "stationary" communications satellite in a 24-hour
equatorial orbit 22,000 miles above
the earth. It will extend our inter- m
planetary radar capacity beyond
m
Venus to Mars, Mercury, and Jupiter.
0
The very high intensity radar
beam has a divergence of one- O
C)
twentieth of one degree.
-4
The entire research facility con- 0
struction cost was estimated at m

z

$3,800,000..

Annual. dinner marks
Air Force founding

-

-o

The Department of Air Science
held their Annual Dining-In at the
Faculty Club on September 28
honoring the 17th anniversary of
the founding of the United States
Air Force.
It was attended by over 100
members of the MIT Air Force
ROTC Cadet Corps, Air Force Institute of Technology officers attending graduate school at MIT,
and distinguished guests.
Major General Samuel C. Phillips, Deputy Director of the United
States Apollo Lunar Landing Program, was the. speaker for the
evening.
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Need for student volunteers aired
11for Boston State Mental Hospital

CO 7-0017

518 Commonwealth Ave.
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MIT has world's largest radorne

The killer, who stole the vehicle earlier in the day from an
MIT parking lot, pumped six bullets into the body of station attendant Irvin Hilton, who was
pleading for his life. The killer
then tried to attack two witnesses
to the crime.
When -contacted by The Tech,
Morgan's comment was: "No
comment."
The Andover Police also refused
comment pending action by the office of the District Attorney.

Bull Moose Club meeting
21 HARRISON AVE.
HA 6-4210
(Between Essex & Beech
Streets, Boston)
ISLAND & CANTONESE
FOOD 0 EXOTIC DRINKS
Authentic Hawaiian Luaus
Moderate Prices
II a.m.-3 a.m.
Daily & Sunday
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Under the direction of William Roesler and Kim Collins, the TCA
Volunteer Mental Hospital Program for 1964-1965 is being organized
in the next few weeks. As a part of the program, students are being
asked to volunteer to travel to the Boston State Mental Hospital to
work with the patients.
With only thirty nurses for 2,300 patients, the hospital has a great
need for helpers to keep the patients occupied. Many of the inmates
are in the hospital for life, and the student visits are their only
contact with normal existence.
Roesler commented that in the past, it was found that beside
benefitting from the social experience,' the volunteers welcomed the
opportunity to leave the academic atmosphere of the Institute. The
trips gave them a chance to participate in an activity which supplemented their academic experience.
He emphasized that the program can use as many volunteers as
possible, both from the dormitories and the fraternities, and that no
previous experience is necessary to participate.
Those people who would like further information may leave their
names with Miss Dorothy Reed at the TCA Office, Walker Memorial.
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PHILOSOPHY
LECTURE SERBES
Presented By

I

TECH. CATHOLIC CLUB
I
I

Conducted By

of. oinary
he
of the Dominican Seminary
I

Oct.

2-Alienation and Modern- Man

Oct.

9-Absurdity and Modern Man

Oct. 16-Guilt and Modern Man
I

Oct. 23--Responsibility and Modern Man
Oct. 30, Anguish and Modern Man
Nov.

Nov. 13-The Self and Modern Man

Arrow Cum Laude, a gutsy button-down oxford in pure, unadulterated cotton. High collar
band that doesn't get lost under a sweater or-jacket. Long, swooping collar points that
button up a perfect collar roll. Square-shouldered, taper-bodied, "Sanforized" labeled.
~
ARROf
15 more like it in stripes and colors you never saw before. $5.

A bold new breed of dress shirt for a bold new breed of guy.
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You get a patronage refund with all COOP purchases
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Nov. 20-The Individual and Modern Man
Dec. 4--History and Modern Man
Dec. I I-Death and Modern Man
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in Harvard Square

Arrow Shirts are available at

6-Consciousness and Modern Man
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FRIDAYS, ROOM 3-133
All Welcome
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Mock election-no financial support for politics
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The approaching October 27 moc k
election, to be administered by th Le
Secretariat, promises to provoke a vigox
ous and noisy campaign from the man
G'
Y
R political groups on campus. (For state
m ments by both contending sides, see pag e
co
O 6.). Efforts of these groups, the Public
C Relations Committee, and the Secretaria t
0
> toward publicity and campaigning should
< prove useful and informative for both
LU voters and the organizers and politica 1
Z
o workers. We urge all students to con g scientiously make a decision and vote; a
large turnout is necessary to make the
results truly - representative of student t
I opinion.
Ui
There has been some reaction to the
I recent veto by the Finance Board of a
-

plan to allow Secretariat to give equal

sums of money to the active campaigning
groups for "campaign expenses." Presumably this subsidy would have financed
posters, buttons, literature, and so forth
-although there was at one time a suggestion that the groups not be held to
account for their use of these funds.
Certainly an organized, energetic
campaign will be~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
beneficial to all con-P'lr
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cerned; but the Finance Board has, as a
point of policy, resolved against the direct
subsidy of political groups, for several
reasons. Finboard money comes ultimately from the Institute's general

Student Opportunities Comm.
searches for summer jobs

educational funds, that is, tuition and

6ur students (underclassmen in.
by Perry Seal
Probably your first contact with eduded) have to offer-both dur.
Student Opptunities Committee, ing the summer and later due to
at least directlfy, was through the summer experience. In. short, the
information sheet included in all results were tremendous and the
returning students
registration many job opportunities were fill
material. However, behind the ed at the Student Placement of.
scenes, this relatively newly-de- flie. This year's program is al.
sveloped student committee has ready underway and is being ex-1been working to secure greater panded.
opportunities for all MIT students
We have since branched out
in many areas.
into several other areas co-ordi.
Student Opportunities Commit- ating our ideas (as studerts)
tee grew out of with those of the administration
the
desire by and developing new ideas and
:i
~./' :
'many students projects both creating new op. '
for more and portunities and piblicising all op.
:.l~I~-~( K
better
summer portunities so more students cen

endowment income. Besides violating
valuable precedent, the board could conceivably endanger its tax-free status if
these funds. were considered "prlitical"
in the legal sense. Finally, the decision
will force the various groups to face the
political reality of campaigning for
operating funds as well as for votes.
This general policy is wise; the purposes of student activities are primarily
to improve student conditions and arouse
campus action and school spirit. There
are other organizations in much more
need of financial assistance; there are
also campus causes and activities more
in need of active participation.

Student employment
F~~~~~~~~~~
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jobs. Through take advantage of them.
cooperation with Our perranent job sub-commit.
the Student tee is now doing a great deal
of
Placement
Of- work
reorganizing the vast
fi]ce and its director, Mr. Thomas amounts of material available to
V¥. Harrington, last year a letter graduation seniors and graduate
vas sent to some 200 companies
-tressing the benefits which all
(Please turn to page 6)
,

Student help wanted posters are becoming a common scene on the' Institute
bulletin boards. It appears that each
M
0tP
0
year more jobs are available with fewer
'~'
students to fill the positions.
tt
Last year, the Student Personnel
° tes
Office had openings available for most
of the year. This year the problem is
Bill Judnick
even more accute. Many of the student
service staffs are in desperate need of
Two of this week's predic- via Memorial Drive will probstudents that would like to work five, ticons wilt be of especial interest ably undergo a drastic revision
eight, or even ten hours per week.
of route. I wonder why?
ftc o computer cognoscenti:
It is frequently assumed that there
The Crystal Ball
The Extended Hand
will be many students interested in earnWhile
you're still in a won.
ing some money while attending school. 6. It looks like IBM won't be
dering
mood, did you ever won.
This theory is rapidly growing out of thwe only computer manufacturder
how
MIT goes about solicitdate. Every year, the amount of scholar- err to be represented at Tech
ing
its
alumni and alumnae for
ship aid, and other forms of financial S$quare when t h e i r present
substantiffal
contributions? Most
assistance increases.
a. greement runs out. Three years
In addition, many national maga- frcom now they'll be program- of us will not be exposed for
zines and guidance counselors inform the miing on a GE or RCA machine. several years; but here's some
inkling of how they'll do if,
student and his parents that the first
7. The synchotron research based on their Second Century
year requires considerable adjustment to al
b in the basement of Building Fund procedures:
college life. Some go beyond the general 24
First, the map of the United
warning and specifically recommend 7CI will have a machine in IBM's
340
series
installed
soon.
States
is divided into "regions"
that the new student not even consider
The
upcoming
student
mock
and
"districts."
Each district has
work in the first semester or the entire ele
aections
are
making
enough
a
"director"
of
considerable
first year.
he.adlines to warrant some
comprominence.
Since many of the departments and
The campaign was divided
service staffs are dependent upon stu- ent:
8. First of all, student apa- into two portions: "Special
dents in order to function the adverse
y.
publicity and increase in financial assist- thy I predict that no more than Gifts" and a cryptic "Phase i1."
ance does not help operating efficiency 45i% of the entire undergrad- Going after the big money first,
in the least. The Dining Staffs, in par- uate body will respond at the the district directors were told
not to proceed until at least
ticular, require a large number of P0ills.
60%
of the area quota had
students. After the normal rate of att1, i9. Second, the results.
tion, a nucleus of trained students are Armong students, Johnson will been accrued in the "major gift
available to assume the student mana- ga ther at least 65%/; the faculty phase."
Other stages of the solicitagerial positions and to train the students wil I be voting the same line, but
a
more
heavy
80%,
plus-ortions
- "indoctrination meetin the following years. This year, there m,
nus 5%.
ings," "screening results on Speis a lack of students interested in working
cial
Gifts (Dand D-plus), etc.10.
The
belt
highway
originon the Dining Staffs.
all y proposed
for
Cambridge
will be detailed next week.
While it may be possible to manage a
to operate at a reduced level this year,
and maybe even next year, the real ques-r
tion is what will happen two, three or
even -five years into the future.
We feel that the entire question of
student employment opportunities deserve renewed attention. For the groups
that depend upon working students, the
problem is immediate. It is likely that
conditions will become worse before
corrective action can be applied. Those
students that are only marginally interested in working will probably quit before
exerting the extra effort required to
achieve previous levels of performance.

Resignation
The Board of Directors of The Tech has

accepted the resignation of Ronald D. Frashure
'64 as Editor.

PEANUTS appears daily and Sunday in the Boston Herald,
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Prof. Thomas to speak on calculus
to association of math teachers

t

Letter

Prof. Thomas, "the course will
be mainly theoretical, with little
time spent on the mechanics of
actual problem-solving."
Subjects covered in the series
will include most of those in 18.01
and 18.02, in addition to some
work on limits and continuity.
"So that the instructors will Three lectures about continuity
know more than what they try will be based upon the contents
to teach their students," said of a pamphlet which he completed this summer, and which may
z
eventually be incorporated into
the program of 18.02.
The lectures, which are to be
presented in Concord Academy,
will each be about 1% hours long
and will include open discussion
periods. The teachers will also
be free to interrupt and ask quest-ons at any time.
Notes from the lectures will be
made available to participants in
the series and may in fact lead
to a book, for Prof. Thomas
hopes to "revise and rewrite them
I
to a publishable formn."
"Elementary calculus from an
advanced point of view" will be
the topic of a series of 25 lectures Prof. George B. Thomas
will deliver to approximately 60
members of the Association of
Advanced Placement Mathematics Teachers (AAPMT) this term.

'Al

Headline cited as 'unfair'

The Tech

the article, where you stated that
Massachusetts' leading scientists
and engineers support LBJ. The
article should definitely have
made the distinction between the
members of this committee and
scientists and engineers as a
whole. The article mentioned
only one man working in an engineering department (Prof. Rosenblith) and only three MIT scientists, hardly a sufficient number of examples to justify the
previously mentioned conclusions.
I appeal to you to continue
your impartial news analysis and
scrupulcusly prevent such gross
generalizaticns
from
occuring
again.
James J. Foster '67

To the editor:
A conspicuous issue in this
year's presidential campaign is
the alleged "unfairness" of the
news media to the Republican
nominee. It is with considerable
reluctance that I bear this imputation against The Tech, which
previously had maintained admirable and conspicuous impartiality.
The article in question appeared in the September 30 issue under the opprobrious headline, "MIT scientists like LBJ."
As I am sure you should know
frcm high school journalism, the
headline should capsulize the
principal facts reported by the
article-in this case, the formation of a pro-Johnson committee.
The headline was improperly
then, for it did not reveal the
facts reported by the article, but
lrather a senti.ment probably held
by the subjects of the artic'e.
A considerably more serious
charge, aggravated by the improper headlining, is the gross
generalization contained in the
headline and text. The fact that
Ia few of MIT's scientists support
does not justify the unsupported
assertion that this is the preference of the preponderant majority. This assertion was implicit
in the headline, not to mention
IBI~aras·ae~
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he really is. But it made rather
strange reading for a non-John
Bircher like myself. Haley attacks Johnson for much more
than supporting the 1964 Civil
Rights Bill than he does for his

I

show that Johnson was involved
with Billy Sol Estes, condemns
the President for his "humanistic leanings" and for "indicating
his faith and hope in the realm
cf reason," despite "the fact that
this. nation was founded as a
Christian nation."
Haley is especially outraged

zC,m

connections with Bobby Baker. m
The author, besides trying to

I ;h;,nt. T f,-,,,,,
a real sleeper.

2. How about letting an old
buddy in?
Don't spread it around,
but a.verv dear friend
of my Uncle Ed's
cousin Jim told him
confidentially that he
heard from a reliable
source that Chippewa

born Texan, had invited Martin
Luther King and other Negro
leaders to the White House.
If the Young Democrats or the
Scientists
and Engineers
for
Johnson and Humphrey started
selling anti-Goldwater books written by Communists, might not
there be some concern? But the
MIT Students for Goldwater are
selling a book by a man who
makes Goldwater look like a socialist, a man who is farther to
the right than most Birchers.
Sherman Hanna '68

Political book sale noted
To the editor:
I noticed that in the booth of
the MIT Students for Goldwater,
the book, "A Texan Looks at
Lyndon" by J. Evetts Haley, was
being sold. This is certainly an
appropriate book for the group.
The book is very informative,
and all right-thinking Americans
should read it (after all, better
read than dead). It is almost as
interesting as an average of
'American Opinion' (the magazine of the John Birch Society.
Haley brings out all sorts of
"facts" intended to show LBJ as

We all

Faculty
Members

make

College
Libraries

mistakes. ..
I

significant break-

through in potash.

ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
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Don't plague yourself with a page of typing sorrows.
Flick away your errors easily on Corrasable. An ordinary pencil eraser does the trick. You need Corrasable's
special surface to produce un.-miudged. unscarred. perfi-ct looking papers every time. the first time. Eaton's
Corrsisatle is available in liight. ....
medium. heavy weights and
'
Onion Skin. In handy 100.
sheet packets and 500-sheel
ream boxes. Only Eaton
.
makes Corra.sable.
.
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8. Chippewa & Wabash? They just
filed bankruptcy proceedings.
Uncle Ed didn't
4

mention that.

4. What's more, the president
of the company is reported to
be on his way to Brazil.

A Berkshire 'l\1 ewriter Palper

How come you know
so much about it?
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One Norway St., Boston, Mass. 02115
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*Minimum stay 10 days

I thought your field
was paleontology.

6. I just signed up for a -terrific
job in Equitable's Securities
Investment Department. With
an M.B.A. in finance, a guy
can start in as a securities
analyst and work up to a top
investment management jolb.
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plans
questionnaire
Mock election spurs debate uses registration
Plans for the first
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(Continaed from page 4)

Goldwater

Johnson

By David F. Nola

By-Steve Hatnman
As members of the scientific
and engineering comnmunity, MrrIT
students have the right and the
obligation to speak out on the issues and candidates in this critical presidential campaign. To
those who reject reactionary and
dangerously simplified solutions
to the complex domestic and
foreign problems confronting the
nation, we welcome you, Republican, Democrat and Independent
alike, to join us in the cause of
electing men of reason, ability
and responsibility as our spokesmen. Towards realizing this goal,
a bi-partisan graduate and undergraduate committee has recently
formed the MIT Student Section
of Scientists and Engineers for
Johnson and Humphrey.
Allied with it in this effort are
the MIT Young Democrats and
members of the faculty, research
and secretarial saff.
In keeping with the spirit of bipartisanship, one of our first
activities-was a drive to assist
members of the MIT Community
in registering to vote. Clrculas
were distribted and signs posted

Twenty days from now, there
will be a mock presidental election held here at MIT. At that
time, each of you will be given
the chance to express your preferences-to go on record as supporting either Senator Goldwater
and his ideals, or President Jdhnson and the thngs he stands for.
Those of us in Senator Goldwater's camp feel that the main
issue in this election is the conflict between two philosophies.
These are: the philosophy of limited government, represented by
Senator Goldwater; and the pilosophy which emphasizes collective security through centralization of power, represented by
President Johnson.
Obviously, this is a rather
broad generalization, and neither
of the two men represents either
of the two extreme conditions of
society-anarchy and communs.
The contrast, however, is evident
-the choice being offered is between individualism and collectivism, between freedom and
compulsion.

students concerning various firms
and positions open to them. Also
effort is being made to contact
the companies directly to obtain
specific information concerning
MiT in particular and perhaps
a. short summary to make our
study of the material easier.
We are also attacking the foreign student's problem of obtainilg worthwhile summer employment here in the United States.
This is an arear where much can
be accomplished both in interesting companies in this untapped
potential and convincing foreign
students of the great benefits to
be gained from experience in
American industry.
The gathering of- information
through registration material is
another example of our trying to
match the desires of students as
nearly as possible with the opportunities available and gathering of suggestions with which perhaps we can follow through.
There is no doubt that this information has given us a good basis
of general opinion to work from
and will increase our effectiveness this coming year.
Tis committee has been developed for your welfare and to
keep abreast of ever-changing
and growing opportunities open to
the student body. We are certainly eager to hear any suggestions
to improve our present programs
or ideas as to new areas where
we might work. Also we would
like to hear any unique and effective ways to make the various

At the moment, despite what
some people are saying, Goldwa- instructing prospective voters as
terites are decidedly in a mninori- -to where they might register or
ty at MIT-a large minority, but inquire for fur-ther information
a minority nonetheless. 'Active concerning their eligibility.
supporters of the Johnson-HuimWe trust that, as a result of our
phrey ticket number about 300, a efforts, many of you will be able
fairly large percentage of whom to and will exercise your right to
are faculty and administration; vote.
our organization has about 210
Although the MET Student Secmembers. This ratio of seven-to- tion of Scientists and Engineers
five against us is probably a fair for Johnson and Humphrey was
indication of our overall strength. born one short week ago (as of
Therefore, it is of the utmost the time of this writing), it can
inportance that those of you who proudly-proclaim a host of supsupport Goldwater become active, porters larger than any of the
and do so quickly. If possible, previously established political
you should join the MITSG; those organizations. New members and
less dedicated are urged to at campaign contributions are being
least stop by thie booth in Build- accepted at our booth, in the Lobing 10 lo pick up some free liter- by of Building 10.
ature and a button
On Thursday evening, October
The first formal meeting of the 8, at 8:30 p.m., an Opern Meeting
Goldwater forces will be tomor- for all supporters will be held in
row evening at 7:30 in the Bush Room 10- 250. We are 'pleased to
Roonm. All MITSG members are announce that Professor Louis
urged to attend, and anyone is Osborne of the MIT Department
welcome. Ait the meeting, cam- of Physics, and Treasurer of the
paign plans will be consolidated. Massachusetts Scientists and EnIf you can't make the meeting, gineers for Johnson and Humphdrop by the boothin Building 10 rey, will appear as guest speaker.
anytime-you can join up there
The Executive Committee will
for only a buck (unlike some po- report on our recent and future
litical organizations, which charge activities. In addition, during the
$3) or pick up some free mate- coming month we will present a
rial. Contributions are also grate- panel of distinguished scientists
fully accepted.
and educators who will discuss
For now, I urge each of you to the coming presidential election.
It cannot be overstated that,
keep an open mind, and invite all
of you to come and learn our because the candidates represent
side of the story before making such different political and social
your decision. Those of you who philosophies, we must not allow
are already on our side-wear the reins of government to be
captured by radical groups and
your buttons!
.unwittingly irresponsible individWarship model given uals.
The American people are, ina clear "choice:"
deed,
to nautical museum i. e. areoffered
we going to be seduced
A model of an ancient Korean into abandoning the policies and
warship, 'The Turtle,' will be for- principles adopted by both major
mally presented to the MIT political parties for an adminisFrancis Russell Hart Nautical tration of flag- waving extremMuseum, in a ceremony on ists and reckless defenders of
"freedom," or shall we maintain
Thursday.
'The two-foot-long model of the our present government of proven
ship is the work and gift of Chang competence and responsibility?
We ask that you help us to help
W. Shin of Seoul, Korea, a teaching assistant in the Department you elect Lyndon Johnson and
Hubert Humphrey!
of Naval Architecture.
V| -
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Enjoy the Finest italian-American Food
and Delicious Pizza
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dents.
Student Opportunities Committee will hold ats first general
meeting Tuesday, October 13, at
7:30 p.m. in the Jackson Roomn
(10-280). There are a few openings on the committee for interested students and this is an excel'ent opportunity for everyone
to present his pet ideas and discuss .them over refreshments.
Don't forget! Read the announcements which will be published in The Tech and other media as opportunities are made
available. We can find them, but
only you can take advantage of
them.

open

-

party of the school year have
been announced by Sigma Alpha
Epsilon. The SAE's will open their
doors to all MiT students on Sat.
urday, October 24, for the SAElor
Dance, their annual campus so.
cial event.
The theme of the party will be
a pirate ship, the H.M.S. Corsair
"Podkinator." Tickets for admission will be- a date and pirate
costume. '
It is reported that "seabreeze"
will again be provided minabund.
ance.

Afend this free lecture

"MAN UNLIMITED"

E

iI
1aE

by William Henry Alton, C.S.B.

Member of the Board of Lectureship of The Mother Church.
The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts

9I

8:00 P.M., FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9
BUSH ROOM 10-105
Open to the public

E

COCvOP NOMINATIONS

IL

The Stockholders, at the Annual Meeting on Friday, October 2, 1964, made the
following nominations for Stockholders, Officers and Directors:

I
rr
F

To Hold Office for Five Years
PROFESSOR ANDREW J. CASNER
PROFESSOR JOHN T. RULE
To Hold Office for Four Years
DEAN KENNETH R. WADLEIGH
OFFICERS
To H'old Office for One Year
President-STANLEY Fo TEELE
Vice President and General Counsel-AUSTIN W. SCOTT
Vice President-MALCOLM G. KISPERT
Secretary--PHILIP A. STODDARED
Treasurer-L. GARD WIGGINS
OTHER DIRECTORS
From the Officers or Alumni of Harvard
MILTON P. BROWN
DELMAR LEIGHTON
LOUIS LOSS
R. S. MULLEN
ELLIOTT PERKINS
ARTHUR D. TROTTENBERG
From the Officers or Alumni of M.I.T.
HOWARD JOHNSON
DONALD P. SEVERANCE
I
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iTALIAN-AMERICAN RESTAURANT
Choice Liquors and Imported Beers
21 BROOKLINE STREET, CAMBRIDGE -- Tel. EL 4-9569
fat Central Square)
iI
Open Every Night 'til Midnight - Free Parking
Ask about Student Discount Books
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Harvard, Class of I1965--JOHN R. TAYLOR, Jr.
Harvard, Class of 1966-ARIS SOPHOCLES
Harvard, Class of 1967--JOHN R. H'. VORHIES, Jr.
M.I.T., Class of 1965-STEPHEN P. LOUTREL
M.I.T, Class of 1966-MARLAND E WHITEMAN, Jr.
I'I

jEastman Kodak grants $44,

-4

Architect to report

aMIT has received grants totalling $44,000 from Eastman Kodak
under that company's aid to education program for 1964. The Kodak
contribution includes an unrestricted grant of $6,000 and three re;earch grants of $12,500 each.
Company grants to schools such as MIT are based on the number
of graduates from each institution' who joined Kodak five years ago.
Tech has received $55,000 in direct grants since 1955 in addition
to over $112,000 in research grants from Kodak.

m

Student Center to be complete in June

--4

I

ed facilities in the Center include:
Five pool tables and eight lanes
of tenpin bowling in the basement;
a U.S. Post Office (Technology
Substation); a greatly expanded
Technology Store with 20,000
square feet of floor area; a pharmacy; six music practice rooms;
a 15,000 reserve book reading
room on the fifth floor, duplicating
current facilities in the Science
Library and Reserve Book Room;
and a foreign periodicals browsing
library.
It is reported that the Institute
has expressed interest in maintaining 24-hour operation of this
library if demand is sufficient.
The entire building has central
heating and air conditioning.
There is a piped music system
for the dining rooms and for the
rathekeller college restaurant.

mercial groups to begin moving
into the structure during the summer or in early fall.
Telephone connectiorns, electrical
outlets, and furniture needs of
activities will also be discussed at
the ASA meeting. Dick Schmalensee '65, chairman of the Conmittee, stated that only if all conSpring Weekend is scheduled ecutive Committee before the Incerned activities were represented
for April 24, 1965, this year. A stitute Committee as a whole
at the meeting could a fair
committee for the event will be votes.
appraisal of these needs be obtainInterested students may conchosen within the next three
by the Committee.
Members of the Committee will
weeks. Candidates will probably tact Betty Hendricks in LitchMIT at the New Engrepresent
be reviewed by the Inscoemm Ex- field Lounge, 50-110.
land convention of the Association
,
- -·~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~I,--I of College Unions, to be held
I October 16 and 17 at the University of Bridgeport. Systems of
r
student government that have
been successfully used by other
schools in operation of student
centers will be studied.
I
Future work of the Committee
is to be directed toward publicity,
KI 7-807!5 UN 4-7777
782-786 Main Street, Cambridge
.4
organization of a plan for government of the Center in cooperation
i
4,
I with the Institute Committee, and
Open '+il I every evening
* Free Delivery
I final allocation and distribution of
(Continued from Page 1)
i
furniture
and
equipment
to
the
ment.
The Army has not planned
e Free Parking in Rear of Market
activity offices on the fourth floor. quite as thoroughly as the Air
Recently announced or confirm- Force, he stated, because of the
F
I
F1
·----- ---I
_---------------·I
changes wrought in the bill by
Congress, and has adopted a
"wait- and - see"
attitude.
Of
...
perhaps more importance, he
said, will be the results of studies
.4
currently going on relating to the
content of the Army ROTC curri· i
culunm
As a personal recommendation,
Gilland stated,, he would suggest
that the Army ROTC department
adopt both the two - ad fouryear plans concurrently. Whether
the scholarship program is instituted or not, he stated, depends
SpgWp
on whether the Institute accepts
the program.
The Navy ROTC program would
not be significantly altered, according to Capt. Harry M. Pugh,
since the Navy Dept. already
has a program similar to the one
in the new bill. Called the HolloI
way program, it is not used at
1
MIT. MIT's program, according
to Pugh, is unique in all Naval
ROTC programs in that sophoomores and juniors spend only
one hour a week in class, and
th,,s have only about half as
much instruction time as students
:·
in other schools' programs.
Freshmen who wish to benefit
j
'·· .: ·· j
from the bill may still join the
ROTC program, according to all
three department heads. The
·
··-·-·
·:··
··
-···-·· ·- ·····
·.·.· .:
scholarship programs will go in:
.
.
::
to effect completely next Septemn`··
·
: -i·: ··
:-··.
-:··:· ·:-··
:·-··:·'
:· :'·::i
·
ber.
:
·:·' '·:

Gommiftee elections for Spring Weekend

By Bill Byrn
Professor Eduardo Catalano,
Architect of the Student Center,
and members of the Student
Center Committee will report and
announce activity office assignments at a special meeting of the
Association of Student Activities
next Tuesday evening, October 13,
in the Kolker Room (26414) at
7:30 p.m.
A Committee newsletter distributed to students reported that
construction of the Center is proceeding on schedule towards a
target date of mid-June, 1965. This
would allow activities and com-
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We Carry a Complete Line of Ales, Beers and Wines

MWAHLIOWITI

MARKET INC.

New ROTC bill
has scholarships
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The Color TV market is in full bloomand GT&E along with it.
The reason? Our Sylvania subsidiary
has made dramatic advancements in the
performance standards of color TV sets.
In developing these new receivers,
Sylvania drew upon the vast research facilities of GT&E. One' result: the Sylvania

"Color Bright 85" picture ttube using a
revolutionary new red pho)s[
phor that ina)
creases brightness on the verage of 43
percent over the industry !sttandard.
Our Sylvania Electronic Components
Group is one of the twb lar rg(est suppliers
of receiving tubes and pict tuire tubes ...
used by 7 out of 10 TV set makers.
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As a major factor in all phases of communication through sight and sound, it
is small wonder that GT&E has become
one of America's foremost'corporations.
If you're looking for a young, aggressive company with no limit to its growth,
you may wish to view GT&E in the light

of your own future.
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Chevalier in carbon-copy comedy

The next nsth i
Boston
pro
es to be a good one for
entertainment-seeirg. stu10 the
~~dent.
te
~
4
derA.
Among
the Amog
coming theatre
attractions are a riw msical,
r-: B11-ajour,'
starring
hehitreue, Chita Rivera,
sti'2
w) and the hit
Fhi~emch revue,
'Zizi,'

starring Zizi Jeanmarie. M Hotel Bostonian PlaYhse will open its season October 15 withK I 'd Rather Be Rich,' at the All they get is strained farce. had never seen a Hollywood cnmth Memorial, is another of
Granddad recovers. He analyzes- edy before, the whole movie
plays
byinPinter and Saroyan.
Music
Otober includes per- Ke5l
Hlllywood's masterpieces of urt- the situation. It is obvious to him would be fairly clever.
formaness at the Back Bay Thea- orig inalty. The stars are farfil- that his heir is not really in love
For full enjoyment of the main
the scenery is familiar, the with Andy; her toes don't acurl feature, it is recommended
tre by Pete Seeger on the 9th iar,
that
line s are familiar, and the plot when
she kisses him. Goulet, on the second attraction, 'Sing and
and Ray Charles on ,the31st. The is typalcally
implalsable. The the other hand, gives a positive Swing,' be seen first.
This very
fmmmmmmmmmmm8rrsmOmriQmmgi
E! l
g
aQuintet and the who]le film might have been made reaction. So a complex little she- poor film
deals
with
the
success
3rd Hilarious
Month
Seripity Singers'will be at the frona scraps on thle cutting room loves-me, she-loves-me-not battle story of four typical English teen
II
3P$Hil~rioun
Month?
Ifloor
r.
starts, with grandpa calling the age idols. It is studded with corn.
·
"Sedced.& Abcdoed'
I
BU gym the 13ff.
Sa mdra Dee is the perfect hen- shots.
pletely random rock-and-roll numMovie quality is on the upswingi
There are some finmy scenes. bers by even more random and
blonde,
beautifl,
vague,
BI
~
~i a|~ in October; highigh;ts will be and' completely
umable to act. She The sight of a jet propelled bar- repulsive groups; this is partly
s11N
C~EMA
'My
s air Lady'
the 28th and anr rays
the
granddaughter
and bequed chicken is almost as ludi- explainable by the revelation at
'2220
M.RslMMms
pi~'
ortr
'Maty Poppins the 22. Cne- her
crous as the sight of Andy Wil- the end that it was all a dream.
of
a
nmillionaire,
Maurice
ftm _m emmmmm
=0_
rama's 'Mediterranean Hoiday'
Chev
salier,
who
spends the movie lians and Robert Goulet wishing And after this nightmare, 'I'd
An Incomparable
wil open the 27th. New fthis week i hi
is
bedroom
pretending to he they could just get away some: Rafther Be Rich' is pure enjoy.
Twosome!
°
are 'The Girl with the Green at
eath's
door.
Chevalier seems place and sing. For someone who mert.
°
"Blck phes
and
yes' and the French hit 'Car- bt
e
lagh/ing not only at the
"Mr. Halot's Holida/' I
touche,'
docu-toI[ plus ~ the Kernnedy
~
~
ical problems of the other
~~~~~~fatal,
"S "AAWN
UWA.N#
DO mentary, 'Four Days in Nemc
-acters, but at the pretertions
j.01jM~jj
Beral 1-' Severeur ovfe
M T
W
thes
T
F
S --ad- Of tihe actors involved;- it rest S
MATRI
;wio uillana
mm J
vance reservatios.
o
Series Bridge on
7 8 9
be, amusing to the old pro to
10 )S the Contemporary
River Kwa,' with William Holder and Alec Cuinness, Kresge Audbe alble to upstage the oher starS 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
itorium, 6:30 and 9:30 pm, Oct. 9:
from a deathbed. 18 19 20
admission 50c.
LSC Entertain
ment Serles
Thee movie seems to be over
'Dr.
T[lS WEEE
Strangelove,' starring Peter Sellers:
as itt begins. The dear grandOct. 1/, 5:15, 7:30, and 9:45 pm,
Room 26-1/0; admission 50c.
MUSIC
,hter has at last found the
daug{
Pete
Seeger
at
tfe
man
Back
LECTTUiE
(Andy Wfiliams) when
right
Bay
Teatrc,
Oct. 9, 8:30 prm: $2.20 to
she iis called to her dying relaFo d Hill Forum $~,OO.
Vance Packard,
'The Waedl Slociety;' Oct. 11, 8:00
and Sylvia - Kresge Auditorium,
five. The first hitch occurs when lan
pm, Jorlan Hall; admission free,
Oct. 10 6:00 PM, presented by the
class of 1965: al tickets $2.25, with ,preferential
seating Sat
she is requested to bring her bemembers
menrership, $3.00 for 20 lectures.
25c reduction
lovedI across the continent to meet Gardner Museunm-for seniors.
M. Altoa-- member of the
Satutly, Oct. 1I, William
3:0* pm, Ra FeRnnelle, baritone, andi
Ch'istian Science Board of Lecturegranddpa before he fails. Weather
ship; 'an,
Robert sullvan, guitar: songs by
'Unlimited' In the Bust
prevemts; Sandra is desperate; enRoom, 1Oi(,
Johnson. Byrd, Sdmmann, and sea
Oct. 9, 8:00 pm, adshanties.
mission free.
SUnday, Oct. 11, 3:00 pm,
ter tJhe hero (or souncdrel) over
Roert Gartside, baritone, and Keith Ruth St. Denis - foumndss
of modern
Humble, piano: songs by Debussy.
the wall. He turns out to be Robdance; at the BU Concert Hall, Oct.
Ravel, atd Poulenc. Both concerts
S,
1:00
prn,
and
at
the
ert Gk;otlet, and the audience setgym,
3:00
free.
pmn; also appearing at Welesley Coltles 1back for some good music. Organ Recital - Victor Mattfeld. Inlege, Jewett Auditorium, Oct. 7,
ff

9

tn

flB:

LU

tti

tiaitMak'sI
=
the Scene"

N

LLI

:E

stitute organist; Oct. 8, 12::15 pm,
K'esge AWditoritumn; admission free.

MAIL ORDERS NOW! Box Office Ons I

4:40 pm; aidnission
free.

i

I

Samuel Bluestein Co,
"Complete School Supplies"
TYPEWRITERS
SALES - SERVICE
. RENTAL
Copley 7-1l00 I DAvenport 2-2315

ISPIO

IIIII

-

lectures

MLISCEILANEOUS
Museum of Science - 'The Earth fromn
Space,' a special exhibit showing
the earth as seen from a space station; at the Hayden Planetarium
through Nov. 29. A-dmission 50c. plus
the museum adnission fee of 31.00.
otdon PubBUc Library - Speciat Japan
Week exhibits now showing: lectures
at the library incllude such topics
as flower arrangement. llfe in Ja-

iii

1080 Boystron St. 1 345 Main Street
Bostfon
Malden

to al

pan,

.

youth in

Japan,

and

others.

Museum of Fine Arts - Max Beckmamn exhibition, admission 50c; new
acquisitions of Asiatic art,
permanent exhibits are free. other
Faeuulty Club Exhiit - Paintings by
R. J. Matthai: through October.

_

NEXT WEEK
M.IT Hunanities Series - The Borodin
String Quartet of Moscow, first American touT; Oct. 18, 3:00 pm, Kresge
Aluditorium: tickets $2.50 each. $10.00 series for 5 concerts: available
at the Box Office, ext. 210.
Jordan Hall - Miklos Seahwalb, pianist, in a program of music by Schumann, Rachmaninoff, and Eartok;
Oct. 14, 8:3 prn, adnission free.
I
MLuseum - Oct. 17, 3:00 pm,
7m Gardner
Jerry Bramblett, piano; program:
Hanglel, Suite No. 3; ~Mozart, Sonata in D, K. 576; Debussy, Two
Preludes. Oct. .18, 3:0n pm, Carol
I Rand and Newton Wayland, piat/sts;
program: Brahms, five Waltzes from
Op. 39; Bartok, Sonata; lRachnaninmil

I

{

D

off, S`uite No. 2. Both concerts free.

Boston
Oct.

S
16,

;Rehearsal,

hony O rchestra Sat., Oct. 17, and
Thr/s.,

Oct.

Leinsdorf Conducting

in

15;

Fri..
Open
Erich

I Hall: no program available.Symphony

TRiE-ATIRE

]LSC

l

N

';

Contenorary Serltes 'Sundays
anrl Cybele,' Oct. 16, 6:30 'and 9:30

pm,

50c.

Kresge

Amqditorium;

admission

LSC Entertainmen

t Serles -- 'Oharade.
Grant and Audrey Hepburn; Oct. 17, 5:15, 7:30
and 9:45
pm, Room 26-100; admission 50c.

starring Ga,-

i
.

I-SC

Classis

Series -

'Of

Mice

and

Men,' Oct. 1.8. 8:00 pm, Room 10250; admission by menbership ticket
only.

I

LEICTURE;
~rd Halla Forum
Harry Schwartz.
'Tsars, Mandarins, and Commissars,
Oct. 1S, S:00 pm, Jordan Hall; admission free.
Museum of Mrne Arts - opening Oc:.
15, the Frederic Law Odmstead Memorial Exhibition; photos of the work
of America's first landscape artist,
cmeator of the Boston and New York
park
systerms. starting Oct. 20,
Tououse-Latreccentenery exhibition.

.I

Joseh Elene

i

MIL
RDERS.. NOW!
N^il. ODRS
o..W
!
__~~~~

BOX OFFICE OPEN 14OW

MON., SEPT. 21
ALL SEATS RESERVED!
ALL PRICES INCLUDE TAX.
PRICES:
Lvenings

ORCH. - $7.50, $6.350,
$5.50, $4.50, $3.50
LOGE- $6.50
BALC.-$6.50, SS.50,

$4.50, $3.50, $2.50

MGtinees
ORCH. - S4.95, $4.25,
33.95, $3.25, $2.95
LOGE- 54.25
0ALC. - $3.95. $3.25,
S2.95, $2.50, $2.00
FOR SPECIAL GROUP RATES,
CALL MR. FRIEDBERG AT
S42-3335
R.
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ORDER FORM FOR
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Jean-Paul Belmondo
ClaudiaCardinale,,

"ANTONIO AND THE BALLETS DE MADRID"

acmin

l

_

mmmi

._

._...

Oct. 13 thru Sunday O)ct. 18
Eyes. Tues. thru Sat. at 8:30 - Mats. Sat. & Sun. at 2:30
iI Tueday
MUSIC HALL
Tremont St., Boston, Mas.
Tel. 423-3300
!iI 268
Eneleoed pleae find my cheek/money order for 8
to cover
II the cost of tickets specified.
II r
Please make check payable to Music Hall
Ii
tpfWd. l
X

I
III
I
I
I

of Mu-s

I

I

iPhlippedeBroc's

l :Ef

eatlef

wIj

I

(Give altemate whene(er possibtee.)

STARTS TOMORROW

Address
C _. __
I %'oddmNs/e a"
I

---

C

'ccl-'

State
e

-

-

Zip Code

,

_

[

*nvopemud be Cloeged for ratur o ticks
--

·

--

I
m

841 Boylston Stret
(Opp. Prudential Towers)
CO 7-8811

)'COyly Carte opera
n Boston Oct. 18
The D'Oyly Carte Opera Company, one of the world's outstanding Gi!bert and Sullivan repertory groups, will be in'Boston
October 18
to 31. Tickets at
$6.00 to -$2.20 are now available
at the Colonial Theatre.
The operas to be presented in
Basten are 'Trial by Jury,'
I 'H.M.S. Pinafore,' 'Pirates of Penzance,' 'The Mikado,' and 'Iolanthe.' Stars from the Savoy
Theatre, London, include Donald
Adams, John Reed, Kenneth Sanford, Peggy .Ann Jones and Jeni nifer Toye. The group is on
American tour, presented by Sol
Hurok.

I

'Ballets de Madrid
to present De Falla,

theatre O.0

O'Ne i'll play well acted,
e
lama
,By

$la
an

ftry

HIE POETr, Y
A TOUCH OF
Eugene O'Neill, at the Chrles Playhouse for five weeks. Directed by
Michael Miray; starring Leigh
Whaxton as Dornelius Melody, Rath-

amd Jeff Stel

Touch of the Poet," by Eugene O'Nei, is fthe tragedy of
* .,an, even itough the only cas
uiYis a horse. The man, Carn'us Melody, an innkeeper -in
a village near Boston, once
{ought is way to glory in the
Batfle of Televern, Spai.
- [~s cmmanin officer had de~crated him in front of the entie army for his bravery. For
'za~so which O'Neill left un~explained he later left his Scotaastle to set up an im m
csh

erine Squire as Nora ;l~r.
Jane Alexa4dr~

M

eM

his daughter's 4"honour" and is
beaten up by the police. Stumfblg home at dawn, he chalElenges his thoroughbred mnre to
k
a duel and puts a bullet through
her head. Only an experienced
can keep an incident
playwright
A
F
Slike this serious and tragic. There
is no vagueness in the symbol;isn of the horse: she represents,
at least to Melody, his old self,
"Major Melody of Televerra fame.
asg the mare e
SIn assassir
!sumes a new personality; he is
Ino longer the "prisoner of his
pride." This symbolism, which
rmany will choose to sneer at, is
fquite appropriate because it could
easily have occurred m life.
The acting leaves little to com,,,plain about, unless it be that Jane
~iAlexander overplayed the blase
S lattitude of Sara, or that a line
E
gr two was late in coming. The
4prize muLst go to Hatherie Squire~who played Nora Mellody, but we
z|rNmust grant Leigh Wharton, of
:television, Broadway and Shake7be
g~speam fame a close s...d.
fi:entire company carried off the
g
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BACK BAY THE£ATRE
[formerly Donnelly Memoriall

209 Mass. Ave., Boston
Tickets:

$4,

-3.25,

;2.80,

2.20

Produced by 1M. A. Greenhill
for Mass. PAX
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SAVE 25%/ ON ALL SEATS
For Special Preview Performances

This Satugrday, October {0
Matinee 2:30 and Evening 8:30
Bring

his

ad and student identification to the

Shubert Theatre box office before 6 p.m. Friday, October 9

265 TREMONT STREET
Open Daily 10 A.M. fo 6P.M.

(HITA KIVERA

NA O)USSiAULT.
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BOSTON SYMPHtONY ORCHESTRA
NEW

Pavi Shankar, Indian musician
composer, will -perfo in
X'Wresge Auditorium on Saturday,
0ctober 17 at 8:30 p.m.
. Renowned as a player of the
trument
sMnged
itar, a
-:played by pluckdng, Ravi Shan~kar will be accompanied by Alia
,Rakha who plays the tabla, the
YNorth Indian double drums. The
Ramboura, another stringed inPtrument,
provides the back-

SERIES

FOR THIS SEA4SON

to'

| ad

Three Wednesday Concerts

III
1
I

Symphony Hall, 8:30

i,,

Nov. 25

I{

Jan. 27

Apr. 14

Remaining series subscriptions are now available at $1i, $9,
$6.50. Orders may be made by mail or in person at the
Boston Symphony Orchestra Subscription Office, Box W,
Symphony Hall, Boston, Mass. 021 i5. For mail orders please
make checks payable toBoston Symphony Orchestra and
please enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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LECTURE SERIES COMMIsTTEE CALENDAR

I
L.
1
I

Confemporary Series

6

E ON THE
THE BRIDGl
RIVER- KWAI

w

October 9
6:30 - 9.30
Friday,

Entertainment Series
(Schedule Change)

FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE
50c Saturday, October
Kresge 5:15 - 7:30 - 9:45

10

50c
Kresge

i

s
!.1
4
1
IR

m

O

4:30, 7:30, 9:30

a

ao~o~

m

'10a
I

6:00aend 9''00 daily,

[3

f3
IrT
z

ERICH ,LEINSDOiRF, Music Director

music

--

- --- ---------

m

ingmar Bergman's
'The Silece

FRIDAY, OCT. 9

88.1 Megacycles F.M. 640 Kilocy- THURSDAY
Program 8:00 Sign On, Rise & Shine
Temporary
cles A.M.
Schedule as of September 27. 1964.
News on Hour and Half Hour
9:45 Sign Off
7:00 Sign On, News
SUNDAY
Limelight Review
2:00 Sign On, Music of the Twen- 7:05
7:30 WTBS Presents
tieth Century
9:00
News
4:00 World of Songr
9:10 Masterworks
5:00 This is the Blues
News with Adam Powell
12:00
7:00 Music at MIT
12:15 Jazz at Midnight
8:00 The Spoken Word
2:00 Sign Off
9:00 News
9:10 Classroom Concert
12:00 News
FRIDAY
12:10 Jazz at Midnight
8:00 Sign On, Rise &cShine
2: 00 Sign-Off
News on Hour and Half Hour
9:45 Sign Off
MON DAY
5:00 Sign On, News
5:05 Jazz Speciai
8:00 Sign On, Rise & Shine
News
News on Hour and Half Hour 7:O0
7:05 Coffee House Theater
9:45 Sign Off
9:00 Raisin' a Ruckus-live folk
7:00 Sign On, News
music
7:05 The John C, Heine Show
10:00 News
9: 00 New.
10:10 Nite Owl-Music by Tele9:10 Announcer's Choice
phone reauest. Remember our
12:00 News with Adam Powell
new number UN 8WTBS
12:15 Jazz at Midnight
12:00 News with Adam Powell
2:00 Sign Off
12:15 Nite Owl, Part II
2:00 News
TUESDAY
Sign Off
2:05
8:00 Sign On, Rise and Shine
News on Hour and Half Hour
9:45 Sign Off
SATURDAY
7:00 Sign On, News
3:00 Sign On, Rock & Roll Mem7:05 Perloc, Stomp, & Glee
ory Timte
8:00 Folkside
9:00 News
5:00 Jazz Spotlight
9:10 Masterworks
7:00 News
12:00 News with Adam Powell
7:05 Sound of Saturday
12:15 Jazz at Midnight
2:00 Sign Off
9:00 News
9:10 Nite Owl, Part I
WEDNESDAY
12:00 News
&
Shihe
Rise
On,
8:00 Sign
News on Hour and Half Hour 12:10 Nite Owl, Part II
9:45 Sign Off
2:00 News
7:00 Sign On, News
2:05 Sign Off
7:05 Ramblin' Round
In addition to the above. WTBS-AM
9:00 News
also broadcasts music from MIT's
: 10 Masterworks
Hayden Music Library each day
12:00 News with Adam Powell
from 9:45 in the morning to Sign
12:15 Jazz at Midnight
On in the afternoon.
2:00 Sign Off '-

--
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S. Hurok will present Antoio
and the Ballets de Madrid, the
Spanish flamenco and native
dance revue, in Bston for sevn
performances, Oct. 13 through 19.
The ballet will be at the Music
Hall theatre; tickets are from
$7.50 to 2.00. IThere will be matinees Saturday and Srunday, Oct
17 and 18.
The ballet was sold out im New
York recenly as soon as the reviews appeared in print. The
spectacular performance includes
De Falla's 'El Amror Brujo,' as
well as many of the traditional
flameneo dances and guitar numbers popular in Spain.

Fall term program listings

concert

irMund for sitar-tabla dialogue
nd will be played by Nodu MiulXick. Adhering to Indian classi~a tradition, Ravi Shamkar may
mprovise as much as 95 per cent
Z~A
Of his music.
14
*I
Tickets at $2 and $3 may be
eserved at the box office, U 400, ext. 2910.

and

T'Me third act is an O'Neill conglomeraton of forceful, almost
tragic lines and surprise twists
which really aren't so surprisng.
Wharton's performance here is
superb as he seems somehow to
rise above the level of the other
characters in the play. After
breaking on a rather rentimental scene between Sara and her
mother, he suffers a glorious defeat that is one of the highlights
of the play and stomps out of
the romn.
The viewer is left at this point
in uncertainty, but mother and
daughter bring the play back
down to earth. They resolve to
endure, as they have eandured in
the past; but the viewer still feels
that somehow, he has been1
ditched.

I:

m

o in s

WTTBS Schedule

Ray{iShankar

E

Melody.

Irish brogue in a manner both
amusing and authentic.
Despite the efforts of the actors, the play is not O'Neill's best.
The first act resembles an old
fashioned soap opera rather than
a modern drama. The short second act is deligtful, by far the
best of the three. Director Mldhael Murray must be emanmeded for his staging of it. The small
stage at the Clhales Playhouse
is used to advarrtge to give the
impression of several things go
hin on at once, at varying distances from the center of aceion,
which results in the heightening
of suspense.

Melody lives in a dream. He
Pties,
in a rough-and-tumble Irish
community in the days of A
Jackson, to preserve intact the
wiltense self-worship that grew out
of his adventures in Sluen. He
can only do this, it seems, with
the help of drink. Yet O'Neill endows hirn with a lttle mreom m
bi'nd vanity, and in the course
of the play he comes to recog uze and reject his foolish pride.
To set this process of self-

{re00gnition in motion, O'Neill
generates a fairly Elizabethan
elody's daughter
plot involvig
~Sara, a young poet attempting
selfemancipation a la Thoreau,
g and the poet's rich Yankee faM
R ither.
M The major goes to war over

as Sar

directedflamr

_m
m
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Movie SQebUdule
Max Beckmanrn, Fretch Art, a8B
Wednesday,
October
an m,
7,
through UPTOWN - 'Fall of- the
pire,' 12:40, 4:50, 9:05, ex. Oc-.' October. 13 (Unless otherOriental culture on exhibit Tuesday,
wise stated, the StWday schedule is the
1:00, 5.05, 9:.0; 'The Silence,' ,.
same as

o Cherchez la Fenme
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I.m
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away from certain of our sisef at Museum of FineArts
fieArts
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Equipment for Tech tool with
urge to meet nice (fill in school members, who shall remain
name) girls: telephone; copy of anonymous). The girl to call if
'Social Beaver'; pen and pencil; you can't reach us is Muriel
Freundlich, at 262-2100. The mixer
coherent line.
Theory: most girls like to meet is at 8:00, and in theory you can't
Techmen. Therefore, most girls get in without an invitation. .
are happy to give information to East Sampus and Baker House
Techmen, in hopes that said will liven up the MIT scene this
Techmen and friends will come Friday, also. Baker promises a
live band in the deal. Baker is
to mixers.
Experimental procedure: Call at 8:00, and guys will have to
random dormitory of school. Ask shedl out $1.25 for the privilege of
for Social Chairman. Ask her (or seeking a girl. Girls can look for
unfortunate who answered phone)
free.
East Campus doesn't give a
about mixers.
Conclusions: Theory once again date, but it's presumably 8:00 or
8:30. Males pay six bits, females
proves unequal. to the task.
An amazingly large number of nothing.
mixers seem to have been held Wednesday, at least at first im'last week,' no matter when last pression, it's jolly-up night at
week was, or what the Social Radcliffe (a jolly-up is a mixer,
Chairman told you seven days sort of. The best way to find out
ago. No explanation has yet been what the sort of is, is to attend
given for this strange phenom- one). We received reports of mixers at Comstock, Holmes, and
enon.
Among last week's mixers men- Morse Halls. This is correct, but
tioned this week were the Whee- they're all the same mixer. The
lock mixer and the Simmons mix- three are all parts of North
er. Apologies to those of you who House.
For those of you with maps or
missed them.
Bexley Hall's representative better luck .at locating street
cornered me to inform me that signs than most of us, one gets
that 'Burton mixer' we reported to North House by going slightly
last week was indeed a Bexley past Harvard Square on Massamixer held in Burton. This ex- chusetts Avenue to Garden Street.
plains why those people contac- Follow Garden Street to Shepherd
ted in Burton House had no infor- Street, cross the courtyard, and
mation about it. The posters you're there. Admission may be
around the Institute did not con- by invitation, so try to find a contain this bit of information, I'm tact in one of the dorms.
Finally, MIT and BU Hillel will
afraid.
Now that you've seen that, in- have a Graduate Society Dance
deed, Cherchez is far from in- Sunday at 8:00 at 233 Bay State
fallible. let's see what is happen- Road. This is for graduates and
ing.
senior girls. Members get in
The Towers mixer mentioned free. Non-members pay $1.00.
last week is still scheduled for Finally, don't forget the computhis Friday. The Tech is sitting ter mixer we mentioned last
on a few invitations, first come, week. Send in your specifications
first serve (If you can get.them for the transistor of your dreams.
------ 9
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Boston's Museum of Fine Arts

has just opened an exhibit by
the geat German contemporary
Max Beckmann. The collection of
168 paintings, prints and watercolors is the first major U. S.
showing of the artist's work since
his deat in 1950.
Beckmann's talent is striking to
many, but probably understood by
few. His brilliant, garish colors
and his often crude forms are
sometimes repellent. A brief perusal of his life and the principles
of his art are recommended before seeing the exhibit. The
brooding eyes of his many selfportraits reveal part of the in-ternal struggle that made his life
and his work interesting.
Beckmann's
work
provides
striking contrast to the other mrnaterial in the museun. It first
arouses the impression that it
really belongs in a museum,
where it can be enjoyed in small
doses. On the other hand, the
museum's fine Impressionist and
Barbizon masterpieces seem to
fit naturally into a home. The
Monets and Renoirs alone are
worth a trip to the galleries.
Admirers of Oriental art will
enjoy the permanent exhibits of
Japanese and Chinese painting,
sculpture, pottery, clothing and
architecture. Classical devotees
will want to see the recently recovered golden earring representing the goddess Nike, a Fourtl
Century B.C. masterwork. The
museum offers education and enjoyment for any taste; reproductions of appealing works are
available.
__
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the weekday schedule except
3:10, 7:25, ex. Oct. 11, 3:25,. 7if,
that no movies are shown before 1:00 WEST END CIEMA - 'A,n :,
p.m..).
Love,' 11:30, 1:30, 3:30, 5:30
.t:9:30.
'
.
....
ASTOR - 'That Man from Rio,' 10: 00,
THEATRES
12:29, 2:45. 5:00,. 7:30, 9:55.
BEACON KILL - 'One -Potato Two CHARLM PLAYHOUSE - 'A I"Uoe
of the Poet,' Wed. at 800 8aoo' Potato,' 10:00. 12:00, 2:00. 4:00.
5:30, 9:00, Sun., 3:00, 7:30'
eo
t
6:00, 8:00, 10:00.
evenings except Mon. at 8:3.
BOSTON CINERAiMA - 'Circus World,
COLONIAL
'Barefoot
in
the
Park,
eves. at 8:30, mrats. Wed. at 2:00,
eves. except Sun. at 8:30, mat. &.
Sat. and Sun. at 2:00 and 6:15.
at 2: 30.
BRATTLE - Kurosawa's 'The Idiot'
WILBUR
- 'I Was Dancing.' a Mne:
(absed on *Dostotevskl). 6:00 and
cogmedy starring Ocson Bean, Butr,
9:00 daily. matinee Saturday at 3:00.
Meredith, and Pert Kelton; eR.
Starting Sunday: Russian film of
8:30, mats. Wed. at 2:1'5, SatF.
Tostoy's 'Resurrection,' 4:30, 7:00,
2:30.
9:30.
CAPRI - 'Lorna,' 10:50, 12:40, 2:30,
4:20; 6:10, 8:00, 9:50; Sun. 1:60,
3:40: 5:30, 7:20, 9:10.
CINEMfA KENMORE
SQUARE
'Girl With OTeen Eyes,' no times
:
available.
,ESQUJRE 'Divorce Italian Style'
and '6.500,' no times available.
EXETER - 'Mafioso, 2:10, 4:00, 5:00,
7:40, 9:30.
GARY 'Four Days in November,'
10:30, 12:45, 3:00 5:15, 7:30, 9:40.
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I
HARARD SQUAiRE - Ingmar Berg.~~
-----~ - ~~
mna's 'The Silence,' 3:00, 6:25, 9:55;
'Night Must Fali,' 1 :46, 4.40, 8:10.
-mmrn
m m .m m.
KEITH NMEMORIAL - 'I'd Rather Be
Rich,' Mon.-Thurs. 9:30, 12:36, 3:42,
6:48, 9:54; Fri.-Sat. .9:28, 12:36,
3
A wonderfully tender ;
3:44,. 6:5?, 10:00.
and touching drama!
LOEW'S ORPHEUM 'Fate is the
Hunter,' 1:09, 3:00, 5:00, 7:05,- 9:10.
"Girl with Green Eyes"
MUSIC HALL 'A Shot in the
Dark,' 10:16, 12:30, 2:45, 5:00,
7:20, 9:45; Sun. 1:00, 2:30, 5:20,
9:45.
PARMNOUNT - Wed. amd Thurs. only,
'Hamlet,' starring Richard Burton,
at 2:00 and 8:00; starting Fri., 'Quo
Vadis,' 10:12, 1:39, 6:06, 8:33.
PARK SQUARE CINEMA 'Seduced and Abandoned,' 1:30, 3:35, 5:40,
7:45, 9:55.
PARIS - 'Cartouche,' no times available.
SAXON - 'The Visit,' 10:00, 12:00,
2:00, 4:00, 6:00, 8:00, 10:00; Sun.
1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30. 9:0.
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CAE OsRLENS
A EUROPEAN

COFFEE-HOUSE
at

13 CHARLES ST., BOSTON

Dutch Cleaners

(Steps from Beacon Street)
featuring

233 Massachusetts Ave.
Opposite Necco
TRowbridge 6-5662

Qualit '- Service

Coffee and Conversation
noon to 5:30 & 7:30 to I:00 am
II

Coffees, Teas, Chocolates,
Cheeses, Sandwiches, Pastriet
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kreens long interested in education October Presidential poll Produchivty up, too
to indude opinion of failty
A've.have
supported
many institutions
- I Iin addition to student vote Continuing arms race menaces security-Wiesner
~1
AV

boo IW - -- -

(Continued from Page 2)
Geophysical
Observatory
Bergen Park, Colorado and
awarded annually to the
"tanding
graduating senior in
5

Lmedal

eophysics are identified with him.

e organized the Geophysical
corprated Earth Sciences Corrafive Plan in Geophysical Edation, a program that provides

gottled Liquors
BOTTLED IMPORTED and,
DOMESTIC LIQUORS
WINES and COLD BEERS

Free Delivery
Tel. TRowbridge 6-1738
480 MASS. AVE.
go

-- ----- --- -------

summer jobs for students in the
earth sciences.,
He holds honorary- doctor's degrees from the University of British Columbia, the University of
Sydney, Colorado School of Mines,
and the University of Tulsa.
Ida Maybelle Flasnsburgh was
born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
and grew up in upper New York
State. She met Cecil Green while
he was working on his master's.
Their honeymoon consisted of
moving to Boston when Green accepted a research engineer's assignment with Raytheon.
Their joint interest in current
educational endeavors has brought
the Greens to the conclusion that
"there has never been any better generation than the presentday young people," a belief that
has inspired their investments in
a broad range of activities and
institutions of which the Cecil
and Ida Green Building is but
an example.

--- ----------------

The Secretariat announced this.
week that provision ihad been
made for the faculty to voice
their opinion in the GoldwaterJohnson poll to be held this October 27.
The vote will be taken by a
ballot mailed to each member of
the faculty a week before the
student vote is taken. Results will
be published by The Tech on the
following day.

Dr. G. R. Harrison
gets medal in optics
Dr. George R. Harrison, emeritus Dean of Science, has been
awarded- the C.E.K. Mees Medal
of the Optical' Society of America.
The award was for contributions
to spectroscopy, especially for
broadening of the field to applications in astrophysics and the determination of temperature and
other properties of matter that
are otherwise unmeasurable.

(Continued from Page 1)
years. You have to have some intelligent plans for new commuieities, better transportation, and
new industry."
As an example of the possible
new fields of research, the Dean
pointed out that there are nearly
forty million Americans going to
school today, yet there is practically no development in the
educational field. He also cited
the need for faster inter-city
transportation and mentioned both
supersonic aircraft and 200 mile
per hour railroads.
Dean Wiesner pointed out that
work needs to be done to elinmi
nate automobile accidents and to
reduce the damage in those that
do occur. Work must also be
done, he said, to insure conservation of natural resources and to
fight such problems as water
pollution.
When asked which of these
fields he would recommend more
effort -be given to if he were still

Webster appointed
new housing, mnager
u.

I

Mr. Daniel G. Webster has been
appointed Manager for On-Campus Housing to fill the vacancy
Icreated
by the sudden passing of
Mr. Henry K. Dow.
I_-Webster has had a lengthy association with the Institute most
recently as associate director of
Graphic Arts.
He will assume his new responsibilities of serving residents'
needs and implementing the Institute's housing goals October 15.

''what can
myjobAe
at 1Dnvlf
,

William T. Struble
named to editorship,
I

Technology Review
Appointment of William T.
Struble as managing editor -of
Technology Review, a monthly
3
magazine of hte MITi Alumni
Association, was announced by
1
Volta
Torrey, editor and publish-er.
Struble came to MIT in 1959 as
assistant director of public rela'tions and became editor of Reports on Research, a monthly bulletin on science, when it was established in 1963.
i

I

In IBM Data Processing, your job can be full of variety.
Especially when you consider all the ways computers are
used.
As an IBM Data Processing Systems Engineer, you would
be helping customers get the most from their computers.
They could be customers in science, government, education, defense, industry, or business. You might even specialize in one field.
Or, as an IBM Data Processing Representative, you would
present to customer executives your ideas for doing their
work better with computers. Your own imagination and
initiative are the limits of-what you can accomplish -in
marketing IBM products.
If you are working toward a degree-in Liberal Arts, Engineering, the Sciences, or Business Administration-find
out what IBM can offer you in the way of achievement.
Thorough training at special IBM schools will prepare you
for work in either Systems- Engineering or Marketing.
See your college placement officer for literature on these
careers-and make an appointment with our interviewers. IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

SQUASH RACKETS
The selection of the right racket is important
to your game. Come in and try a few swings.

We'll have one that feels just right and just
fits your game.
I

17 w1
8

Interviews -NOV.

If you cannot attend the interviews, write or visit the
nearest IBM sales office.

I

I

DATA PROCESSING
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science advisor, the Dean replied, I
"I recommended all of them when
I was in Washington."
Research and Education
Commenting on the question of
emphasis on research versus
undergraduate education at MIT, m
--!
Wiesner said that it is wrong to m
speak of research as something
apart from education. In fact, he
said, MIT would have no business
doing research that did not help
its educational function. Moreover,
research is an indirect way of improving MIT's environment.
0
The Dean acknowledged that -over the past -few decades
research budgets have increased
much more rapidly than teaching o
expenditures in the School of 4,
Science. However, so has produc- -0
tivity. While it is difficult to
quantify the productivity of a
research worker, expensive laboratory equipment and computational aids now make it possible
for 'students to do jobs that
couldn't be done by anyone twenty
years ago.
Moreover, graduate education
involves considerable research;
and the cost of a block of research
time roughly doubles each decade.
The dean said that undergraduate teaching costs have not
kept pace with rapid growth in
research costs because teaching
methods have remained relatively
constant. The only real rise in the
cost of under-raduate education is
the rise in the teachers' salaries,
and the cost of buildings, he commented.
NASA needs MIT
Concerning the location of the
NASA Space Research Center to
be built near MIT, Dean Weisner
said that NASA felt that they
needed to be near both MIT and
Harvard and that MIT took no
official action to have them locate
close by.
He added that the NASA Center
will have no direct effect on MIT
except that it will redevelop the
industrial area behind the Institute. Its.primary effect, he said,
will be on local business; NASA
will ultimately bring hundreds of
millions of dollars into the area.
The center is not likely to affect
MIT's science research program,
he said, though there will be some
interchange between MIT people
-particularly those involved in
space research-and the NASA
staff.
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STORE HOURS
Monday thru Friday 8:30 to 5:15
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
I

0)

Thermal
- - -·Ihistory
ExBe rliner spoke at hnquet for Greeft Buildim;

Mantle Composition

Speculated on earth sciences advances, futu -

Last two sessions cover eah -

to

e0

'The Solid Earth' was the final could detect a change of 1/16
q- topic of discussion for the Inter- inch between New York and Los
o- national Conference on Earth Angeles. He also described the
- Sciences, and both Thursday aft- methods for determining group
r ernoon and Friday morning were and phase velocity of earthquakes, and exhibited strain-seisce devoted to it.
XU
Chairman . of the Thursday mographs of the Alaskan quake.
o afternoon session were Dr. J.' Press also showed the "strain
I- Tuzo Wilson, Professor of Geo- field" which was measured from
pO
hysics and Director of the Insti- a fault in Alaska.
tute of Earth Sciences of the UniMoving to the subject of nu>. versity of Toronto, and Dr. Ray- clear. explosions, he said that
< mond Hide, Professor of Geophys- seismographic equipment can deics and of Physics at MIT.
tect such explosions in a country
Z
Leading off the discussion was without the physical presence of
r Dr. Gordon F. MacDonald, Pro- detectors in that country. DisLU fessor of Geophysics and Director cussing the necessity of inspecof the Atmospheric Research tion, he mentioned that there are
Laboratory of UCLA. He spoke only 40 events per years in the
on 'Long-term Mechanical Prop- USSR which cannot be identified,
erties of the Earth and Its In- as opposed to 500 in 1958.
I ternal Motions.
Final speaker on Thursday
was
Dr. A. E. Ringwood, Senior'
U
Information
on
the
mechanical
UJ
r properties of earth, he said, is Fellow of the Departmnent of Geou mainly derived from seismic physics of the Australian National
I rays. The mantle of the earih is University. He discussed 'Compoconsidered to be viscous. How- sition and Phases of the Mantle."
ever, the group of elastic solids Friday moring's session, chairwhich make it up is more com- ed by Sir Edward Bullard, Proplex than fluid mechanism and a fessor and Head of the Departsingle parameter cannot be used ment of Geodesy and Geophysics
to describe an elasticity.
at Cambridge University and Dr.
Next on the program was Dr. Patrick M. Hurley, Professor of
Frank Press, Professor of Geo- Geology at the Institute.
physics and -Director of the SeisLeadoff speaker was Dr. Fraymological Laboratory of the California Institute of Technology.
He discussed 'Seismological Information and Advances.'
Dr. Press compared periods
and magnifications of various disturbances An the earth. He also
le-44d
described various types of seisAff
I
mograph, one so sensitive that it

cis Birch, Sturgis Hooper Professor of Geology at Harvard. He
Heat
'Temperature,
discussed
Production and Thennal History
of the Earth.'
Following Birch was Dr. Gerald
J. Wasserburg, Professor of Geology and geophysics at the California Institute of Technology.
He discussed -'Geohronology and
Isotopic Data Bearing on the Deveiopment of ihe Con'inenial
Crust.'
After giving a short history of
research into the topic, Dr. Wasserburg discussed the present
bearing on crust- development.
More complexities ae suggested,
said Wasserburg, than are even
hinted at by a simple fractioning
two-layer crustal-mantle model.
Clarification, he said, will demand the activity of-all brandes
of the earth sciences.
Final speaker- at the conference
was Dr. Walter M. Elsasser, Professor of Geology at Princeton
University. He discussed 'Mechanfics of the Upper Mantle.'

Dr. L. V. -Berkner, President
of the Graduate Research Center
of the Southwest and Director of
its Southwest Center for Ad-'
vanced Studies, spoke on October
1 at the banquet conmmemorating
the dedication of the Cecil and
Ida Green Building.
Dr. Berkner has written books
in various areas of scientific endeavor and has published nearly
100 papers. Speaking on Man and
his Plnet--.arth, Dr. Berkner
spoke on the recent advances in
the field of earth sciences and
speculated on the future contributions to this field to be made
at the Earth Science Center.
After a few preliminary remarks on the vagaries of Mother
Earth, specifically those of Hurricane Cleo and his home in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, Dr. Berkner
delved briefly into the historical
advances of the earth sciences.
He noted that although failure of
instruments at the peak of major
nat-ural

et-

ology and mathematics -thav,
aided the various fields of he
earth sciences, Dr. Berkner r>
marked. The advances i'n ted-:
nology specifically electrmi
have aided earth scientists ~
their studies.
Dr. Berkner went on to disathe new School of Earth Sciehere at MIT and the comtkn
tions of Cecil and Ida Green at
made this new school psi
Berkner noted the use of the Teducation which Mr. Green rad,
and reflected on the appreciati
which caused Mr. Green to r
turn it manyfold.
Berkner closed by honoringt
earth sciences, MIT for enabli
the 6stablishing of the
schbol, and the dedication to ed.
citibh of Cecil and Ida Gre-
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nificant advances had been made
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Second session
of eonference

-,i

on atmosphere
I:

(Continued from Page 2)
Swinbank, of the Commonwealth
Science and Industrial Research
Corporation of Australia, who discussed the same subject.
Larenz' paper concerned "the
possibility of deducing the properties of the circulation from the
laws which governs it." The atmosphere is nonperiodic and
"therefore cannot be predicted to
do the same thing twice by any
acceptable forecasting scheme."
But, he concluded, "the theory
which so neatly asserts the ultimate unpredictability of the atmosphere does not tell us how far
into the Ifuture we can predict.
The rate at which initial errors
will amplify may be estimated
through numerical experiments."
Mathematically these errors
take on the average about five
days to double. "If it really re-
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quires as long as five days for

typical errors to double," Lorenz
concluded, "moderately good forecasts as much as two weeks in
advance may some day become
a reality."
Eliassen discussed some recent
advances in the theory of fronts
and cyclones. He began with an
explanation of the Norwegian cyclone theory. Vilhelm Bjerknes
found that colutions of the linear
perturbation equations "would invariably describe some sort of
wave motion. From this he concluded that cyclones must originate as growing waves." This
conclusion began a series of studies on the theory of the growing
frontal waves.

Present ideas on the cyclone
problem come from the "introduction of the- quasi-geostrophic
method and the discovery of the
two different mechanisms by
which disturbances of cyclone
scale can grow, namely barotrophic and baroclinic instability."
Eliassen continued with a discussion of the applicability of this
theory to various fronts and atmospheric conditions, and of modem theories that have grown from
it.
He concluded by stating that
"there is still much to be done
before we can claim to have a
fully satisfactory theory of fronts
and cyclones."
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It was anybody's ball game until the Olds F-85 came on tht field. And suddenly, from coast
to coast, there was only one car for the campus crowd. What makes the Olds F-85 such a
performer? Well, start with new Cutlass V-8 power, 315 horses of it! (Cheers!) New styling
loaded with class! (Cheers!) Glamorous fun-loving interiors! (Cheers!) And much, much more
besides! (Cheers! Cheers! Cheers!) Find out what all the cheering's about. Rally on down
to your Oldsmobile Quality Dealer's ...
where the action.is! Oldsmobile Divisior, General Motors Corp.
The Rocket Action Car for '65!
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Thursdaysession Burton

rth Science Conference

Solar system discussed
(Continaed trom page 2)
ere shown to the conference.
The final talk was presented by
, Ludwig Biermann, Professor
Astrophysics at Goettingen Uniersity, and Director of the Intute for Astrophysics, MaxIanck-Institute for Physics and
[Itrophysics. His topic was 'The
lanetary Medium and Solaranetarry Relations. "
The interplanetary - medium,
id Biermann, has long been
boked upon as a stationary enosment, but this is not the
e. The interplanetary plasma
tually flows with a speed much
eater than that of the earth.
The final boundary between
arth and interplanetary space is
e magnetosphere, said Bierann. This is the area out to
nut ten planetary diameters

- ----- -------Earth Science Conference

ich is controlled by the earth's
Dr.

(Continued from Page 2)

Burton House ran. away with
Institute. He discussed 'Large- the Intramural All-Sports Trophy
Scale Circulation of the Oceans.' awarded for supremacy in intraemphasized two general aspects
Final speaker of the morning
of interplanetary space physics. was Dr. Walter H. Munk, Pro- murals last winter. Their record
The first was that such phenomena fessor of Geophysics at the Uni- 949.6 points put them far out of
as hydrodynamic shocks in the versity of California at San Diego Baker House out in front of Baabsence of collisions are much and Associatae Director of the ker House, who finished in secmore readily observable under Institute of Geophysics and Plan- ond place with 561.9 points. They
the conditions present in inter- -etary Physics at the University topped the previous record of
612.5 set by Sigma Alpha Epsilon
planetary space.
of California. Dr. Munk spoke on the previous year. Part of the
The second was that the inter- 'The Spectrum of Waves.'
record is a result of the revision
planetary plasma is the only
MIT's oceanography section con- of the scoring tables to about
plasma of cosmic dimensions with sists of six professors. Of these,
15-20%c above the past years.
densities and magnetic fields sim- four are.physical oceanographers,
This still leaves more than 200
ilar to those in interstellar space. one is a chemical oceanographer, points
which can only be exFor this reason, said Biermann, and one is not specified..
plained by a big team effort.
such studies are basic. Cosmic
These six are backed by three
The secret to success for Burplasma physics, he concluded, associate professors, one of geoton House was complete satura"appear to be a link which con- physical oceanography, one of
tion of the intramural program.
nects . . . astrophysics, labora- biological and chemical oceanogThey were shut out only in hocktory physics, and the Earth Sci- raphy, and the third of physical
ey and sailing, but more than
ences."
oceanography.
made up for it by scoring at
least 28 points in each of the
other 15 sports. Another big help
I was saturation of many sports,
especially volleyball, where they
I entered eleven teams and scored
I 40 points. They picked up four
first p'aces in basketball, softball, cross country and rifle.
The second place for B.aker
House came on similar tactics,

I

agnetic field.
in conclusion,

Biermann
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though not as concentrated. They m
were followed closely by Senior
House with 527.1 points. Baker
helped their cause with a first
rn
in table tennis and saturation
scoring in bowling and basketball. Steady high finishes were
the
Senior
House
formula;
though they cornered no trophies, m
there were only three sports 0Z
where they failed to score.
Fourth place overall and top
fraternity honors went to Theta
Chi with 411.5 points, barely edg- C-n
ing out Phi Delta Theta with
406.0.The big point winners for 0
Theta Chi were a win in golf m
and seconds in basketball and
hockey. The Phi Delts scored
their points with a first in swimming, second in softball, and a -o
tie for third in touch football. 0Final standings of the top fifteen
teams:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
10.
11L.
112.
13.
14.
16.

Burton House
Baker House
Senior House
Theta Chi
Phi Delta Theta
Las.mrbda Chi Alpha
Phi Gamma Delta
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Chi
'heta Delta Chi
Alpha Epsilon PI
Crinese Studenmts Club
Beta Theta Pi
East Campus

949.6
561.9
527.1
411.5
406.0
339.8
333.0
260.3
227.0
223.6
210.9
208.0
204.0
191.8

Applicaion forms now available
for grad school entrance exams
II

r-, 6
IMNIL

Application forms and completed information booklets for several
graduate school entrance examinations are available at the Placement
Bureau. Room 24-211.
In general, applications to take the examination must be filed
at least two weeks in advance-of the test date. To determine the
exact date that applications must be received, check the individual
test information booklets.
Test dates
The testing calandar for the academic year 1964-65:
IThe Graduate Record Examination will be given November 21,
1964, January 16, 1965, March 6, 1965, April 24, 1965, and July 10,
1965. Fee for the aptitude test administered at the morning session
is $7. One advanced test taken at an afternoon testing session will
cost $8. If both the aptitude test and one advanced test are taken on
the same test date the combination fee is $12.
The Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business will be given
I November 7, 1964, February 6, 1965, April 3, 1965, and July 10, 1965.
The examination fee is $10.
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isa growing, progressive one which offers you exceptional
opportunities for development and advancement, depending on
'your own qualifications, ambitions and willingness to
work hard to get ahead.
i Provides a 2-year On-the-Job Training Program tailored to your
talents and desires, with periodic salary increases and
challenging and responsible job assignments.
Offers competitive salaries.with an outstanding benefit
Iprogram, including financial aid for advanced studies.
Isone of the largest electric, gas and steam utility companies in
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walked about
Slacks on
Campus contain
"DACRON"&@

I

Hubbard Slacks
have a faculty

ii

pioneering many developments in the power field

I
I
I

and serving New York City and adjoining Westchester County. .
... all in the stimulating environment of exciting New York.

I

i See your Placement Officer; get our literature, details on our job
openings; and sign up for an interview with our representative.
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looks and carefree

IThe selection, training, promotion and all other policies of the Company affecting employees are based upon the
i qualifications of the individual, giving equal consideration to all without regard to race, color, creed or national origin.

comfort, at Better
Stores everywhere.
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trademark
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Meet begins Friday

Sports Car Club presents Orange Autctross
a traditional 1.5 mile course, with
each car's best run determining
its final standing.
Necessary equipment
The MITSOC will section all entrants into classes, so a new
Ferrari is not required to win a
prize. However, a car in good
condition, racing helmet, seat

By Mark Wallace
The MIT Sports Car Club, comof about thirty people in-o posed
terested in racing high quality
automobiles, is sponsoring the
rEighth Annual Orange Autocross
UJ at Orange Airport, Orange, Masco
sachusetts, this weekend. The ev0
ent will consist of three runs on

O

Attention SENIOR & GRADUATE MEN Students - U. S. Citizens
needing nominal financial help to complete their education this
academic year - and then commence work - cosigners required.
Send transcript and full details of your plans and requirements to
STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.
Corp, ic.-Pm
A
610-612 Endicott Bldg., St. Paul 1, Miin..
UNDERGRADS, CLIP AND SAVE

Tennis team ties for 5th in ECAC;
Third doubles reaches semi-finals

LLU

MThe MIT varsity tennis teamn
traveled to Princeton, New Jersey, on October 2 and 3 to participate in the Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Conference Tournament.
Although faced with stiff competition, the Techmen tied Navy for
fifth place, with Princeton winLU ning.
I
Petrick comes from behind
>=
Bill Petrick '65, MIT captain,
met Naison of Columbia in the
first round. Petrick blazed from
behind 8-11, match point, to win
15-13. He was eliminated in the
second round by Keith Jennings
of Princeton, 3-12. Jennings was
seeded number two in the tournament.
In other singles matches, Paul
Ruby '66 was defeated 4-12 by
Ham Magill of Princeton; Eric
Coo '67 lost to Howard Coonley
of Penn, 3-12; Ken Comey '65
was beaten 4-12 by Lee RawIs of
Princeton; Don Ward '65-lost 5-12
z

to Nick Hoogs of Harvard; and
John St. Peter '67 lost 5-12 to
Roger Hartman of Columbia.
Ward and Coe win
The MIT number three doubles
team, Don Ward and Eric Coe,
defeated Gutwart-Bertsche of Columbia 12-7 in the first round but
were eliminated in the semi-finals
by Magill-nmith of Princeton,
2-6, 2-6.
In other doubles matches, Petrick-St. Peter lost 3-12 to Jennings-Rawls of Princeton, and
Comey-Ruby were downed 1-12 1by
Reese-Coonley of Penn.
Teams participating in the tournament included Harvard, Princeton, Cornell, Columbia, Army,
Navy, and Penn.

iHow They Did'fl
Goif
Island 3
4,
Rhode
(V)
MIT

belts in good condition, and goggles (for open cars only) are
needed along with the $6.00 entry
fee. Cars will be subject to a
technical safety inspection before
being allowed on the course.
- This Friday, club members, under the direction of their president, Claus Emmer-Szerbesko,
and Activities Manager Richard
Marks, will set up the traditional
haybales that mark the boundaries of the course. Later that afternoon the safety inspections will
be held and preliminary practices
will be taken on the course. All
day Saturday the timed practices
will be run with a special pneumatic-electric timer insuring accuracy to the nearest hundredth
of a second. On Sunday the official racing will determine the
winners.
Course considered tough
The course, although level, has
many tight turns and the fastest
cars hardly ever exceed 100 mph
at any time during their runs.
The lap record is 1:38.0 held by
a Mer~cedes-Benz 300-SL for an
average speed of a little over 55
mph. Any run of less than 1:48.0
(50 mph or better) is generally
considered to be good.
Anyone wanting to participate
in this event should see or call
Claus Emmer-Szerbesko at 5810428 or Richard Marks at 216
Graduate House for details as
soon as possible. The MITSCC also wishes to invite any interested
spectators to the event.

Cross-country
MIT (V) 29, RPI 41, WPI 56
RPI 19, MIT (F) 46, WPI 78

On Deck'
Wednesday, October 7
Soccer (V)-Harvard, -Home,
3:00 pm
Friday, October 9
Golf (V)-Rhode Island and
Vermont, Away, 1:30 pm
Golf (V)-ECAC Qualifying (thru
Saturday), Burlington, Vt.

ICBRPOIC-·III·bY11ellrml

ELSIE'S

Soccer
MIT (V) 2, WPI 0
Trinity 3, MIT (V) 0

Noted for the best Sandwiches
to eat in or take out.
FAMOUS ROAST BEEF SPECIAL
SANDWICH-KNACKWURSTBRATWURST with SAUERKRAUT
or POTATO SALAD
"und die feinen Wursfwaren"
71 Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge
491.2842

Sailing
MIT (V) placed first in Danmark
Trophy at Coast Guard
Baseball
MIT (V) 7, BU 4
MIT (V) 6, BU 5

Saturday, October 10
Cross Country (V)-Springfield
and Williams, Home, 2:00 pm
Cross Country (F)-Springfield
and Williams, Home, 2:30 pm
Sailing (V)-NEISA Sloop
Championship, Elimination "A"
at Coast Guard
Soccer (V)-Middlebury, Home,
2:00 pm
Soccer (F)-Connecticut, Away,
I 0:00 am

Tennis
MIT (V) placed 5th in ECAC

ELSIE & HENRY BAUMANN
ION
---- ---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--·-------~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Sunday, October 11
Sailing (V)-Wood trophy at
Brown
Sailing (F)-Hexagonal at MIT
Monday, October 12
Sailing (V)-Oberg trophy at MIT
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SURFBOARD WANTED: 9'8" of I10'.
Call Yaged at EL 4-3837.

THE SAFE

LYto stay alert 0
without harmful stimulants

FOR SALE: 2 Bozak woofers (12"
B199A) in owner built walnutveneer plywood enclosure 48x27x NoDozTM keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe re23x I ,'". Corry, 491-1355, p.m.

fresher found in coffee. Yet

BABY FURNITURE, crib, playpen,
bassinet. Maternity clothes sizes 7 NoDoz is faster, handier, more
or 8. Call mornings 9-12, Ml 8- I reliable. Absolutely not habit6388.
forming. Next time monotony

makes you feel drowsy while
studying, working or driving,
do as millions do ... perk up
with safe, effective NoDoz
Keep Alert Tablets.
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and tapered
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Another fine product of Grove Laboratories..

IRIDESCENT i
c
that look rightl

RACQUETS RESTRUNG
Prompt Service

Tennis & Squash Shop

67A Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge
(Opp. Lowell House)
TR 6-5417

You Can Afford Savings Bank Life Insurance
Available to people between the ages of 15 days and 70 years who
live or work in Massachusetts. You can keep SBLI wherever you move.

Life Insurance Department

I
I
I
I

fit rightl

feel rightl

TR 6-2240 - UN 4-527 1

Ask for free folders (no obligation)
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Fal Practice

Soccer team wins season opener;
Defeats WPI, loses to Trinity
Te soccer team opened its sea, rith a 2-0 victory over WPI
nd a 3-0 loss to Trinity. On the
Vhole, the Techmen had nothing
, be ashamed of, and MIT's socer fortunes seem definitely on
heupgrade.
Both MIT goals in the WPI
ame were scored by Captain Ed'
tberts '65. The first came late
i the first period .after a susmed attack had kept the balll the WPI half most of the time.
Ithough WPI had a strong wind

their favor during the second
eiod, Tech's excellent defense
eld them scoreless. Center halfack Savitt Bhotiwihok '66 kept
le ball from penetrating too
eeply into our territory with his
fg kicks that traveled half the
ngth of the field.
The Techmen started the secid half with a tremendous drive
hich ended with our second goal.
pass from Mohamed Chikkaoui
5 across the mouth of the goal
rabled Roberts to push the ball
ht by the goalie.
te
WPI kept substauting toi

Mondlay, Sept. 28
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. . orders an MIT h eavyweight cox to start off the fall rowing season. Crews have been turning
out every evening sil nce registration day and are optimistically looking forward to another fine
season. The varsity heDavies, who have lost five of last year's regulars, are re-shuffling the boatings
determined to better rlast year's record. The lightweights, faced wihrn the loss of seven of their
varsity oarsmen, are pleased with their progress and expect to more than match their winning
ecod of last spring
rec
last spr
,

7
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Improved base ,bll team shock sck
BU twice
By John Schwar

the Beavers two runs and put game - without the benefit of a
them ahead to stay. All seven hit.
This auspicious showing in the
Tech runs were scored by the top
third of the batting order - two first two games of the four-game
by sophomore first baseman Jeff fall season points ahead to a
Altman, three by Ryba, and two much - improved 1965 record. The
pitching staff fanned seventeen
by Papenhausen.
Thursday's game was a real B.U. batters in the two g a m e s
the aid of last year's two
squeaker, with base hits being without
mainstays, Larry Calof who
at a premium; B.U. was able to transferred, and Jack Mazola '66.
muster only four safeties and the In addition, the class of 1967 has
winning Techmen got just one, a furnished much new talent, and
triple by Papenhausen in the first at least five sophomores seem
inning. The Terriers led 5-2 as likely to nail down starting asTech came to bat in the sixth signments.
but the B.U. pitching staff sud- Last chance to catch the redenly couldn't find the plate and surgent Tech squad in action this
a walk - followed by an error, fall
is tomorrow
afternoon,
four more walks, a hit batsman, October 8, at 4:00 p.m. on Briggs
and another error - gave MIT Field against the University of
four unearned runs and the ball Vermont.
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The Tech varsity nine, smarting from last spring's dismal 215 record, and sporting a new
host of fine eager sophomores,
I
a--l---·llh·-i
-----1-9----1----)---------rose to the occasion last week
F-----~-·-·II I- ~~---·-·~_~,C--r~~---a and stunned Boston University
twice, 7-4 on Monday and 6-5
Now! OUR ANNUAL
on Thursday.
AUTUMN SALE OF
Bob Yanus '65 and Rick Papen'67, ably handled the
1964 SEASON RENTAL hausen
pitching chores in both games,
SCOOTERS & CYCLES aided briefly by Ralph Cicerone
the Thursday game. Monday
$10
W1
PRICED
l in
saw B.U. jump off to a quick
LATE M OWN
FROM
2- 0 lead in the first inning, but
LATE MODEL
Papenhausen quickly s e t t 1 e d
VESPAS YAMAHAS HONDAS
down and struck out the side.
The Terriers still led 3- 2 going
into the bottom of the fourth, but
949 COMMONWEALTH AVE.
a Tech rally, sparked by sophAt B.U. Field
AL 4-1150
omore Mike Ryba's triple, netted
-II-----
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MIT lost to an excellent Trinity

B.

r

to your w-ais. . down and out"

players throughout the game
while MIT's small squad had to
play almost continuously. Tired
by their efforts, MIT allowed
WPI to score late in the third
quarter.
The WPI goal seemed to spur
the Techmen on to even better
play. In the last quarter, again
with the wind against them, the
Tech booters played excellent defense, keeping WPI scoreless
throughout the entire period.
team by a score of 3 to O. Trinity scored their first goal midway
through the first period and their
second shortly afterward on a
penalty inside the goal area. Held
scoreless in the second quarter,
they returned to get their third
goal early in the second half,.
The last period was a series of
attempts to score by both teams,
with both coaches playing most
of their reserves
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Sailors
Golfing squad victoioous
By W. Thomas C)mpton
The Tech sailing tea am grabbed
the lead on -Ihe first t race and
never relinquished it t as they
enth position, Al Poucher '67 shot StrmecU t Victory to Orthe Dana brilliant 75, but a bogey meant mark Trophy. is n makes their
defeat for him on the 19th hole. third straight without defeat.
Sailors stretch sstreak
Captain Tom Hedberg '65 with a
Since Coach Duplin took over
77 and Ron Olson '67 with a 78
an
had fine showings Ln losing ef- last fall, he has put I4ogeater
open ended streak of e ,leven. They
forts.
At a golf rally last Wednesday, won the last three re egattas last
Coach Merriman talked with pros- fall, five in the spring for an unpective members of the spring defeated season, and t.he .three so
Freshmen and Varsity teams. The far this fall. Over thhe summer
golf team faces its next challenge they missed at the Natiional Chamat the Eastern Collegiate Cham- pionships and only can ne in third.
Monday, The Engineers rode tcDvictory in
Qualifying
pionship
International 12 Dingy, s captained
Oct. 12.

over Rhode Island U.
N4-

uJ

0-

By Gerry BaUnner
For the first time Coach John
Merriman can recall, all seven
members of the MIT golf team

broke 80 Tuesday, Sept. 25. The
Techmen shaded Rhode Island in

0
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LUL

a return match and thus avenged
their earlier setback.
Pete Lubitz '65 led the team
with his sec)nd straight 75 and
individual victory. Other Tech
victors were Dick Shoemaker '65
with a 76, Al Poegler '65 also
with a 76, and Dave MacMillan
'67 with a 79. Playing in the sev-

Five IM squads roll on unbeaten

LII-

Next week de!cisive

League races Tight
By Art Perlman
and Mluds Helfand
The second week of intramural
football closed with teams in each
A division still undefeated. No
race is as yet decided, however,
and next week's play will determine which teams enter the
championship eliminations.
Quarterback Tom Bush '66
threw four touchdown passes and
ran for two more to lead Phi
Delta Theta to a 39-0 romp over
Alpha Epsilon Pi. The -Phi Delts
and Beta Theta Pi both undefeated clash next week in a game
that will decide who goes into
the class A semi-finals.
The Phi Delts did most of their
scoring in the first half. Den Sievers caught three of Bush's TD
tosses and Bob Wiley caught the
other. The highlight of the game
was one of the passes that Sievers
caught that went all the way for
sixty yards.

Delts win again
Delta Tau Delta extended its
record to 2-0 with an 8-7 victory
over Grad Economics. The game,
fought mostly in Grad Econ. territory, was actually not as close
as the scoring indicates.
Delt scoring came on a blocked
punt safety by Bill Kosinar '66
and Garland Taylor '67, and a TD
pass to Tom Larsen '67. Speedy
Mike Taussig scored the game's
only touchdown for Grad Economics on a delayed pass which
caught the Delts off guard. Carl
Beigie followed with the extra
point. Joe Dickey '66 made the
play of the game with a brilliant,
pLLLL

VLL
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that

saved the game for the Delts.
SAE has perfect record Also remaining undefeated was
Sigma Alpha Epsilon by virtue
of its 14-6 victory over Delta Upsilon. The Sig Eps scored on two
bombs thrown by Fred Souk '65
to John Mazola '66 and Don Rutherford '67. In addition both were
credited with an extra point
apiece. SAE led all the way but
the game tightened late in the
third quarter when Pat Dawe '64
scored on a short pass making
it 7-6 in favor of the Sig Eps.
The game was basically a defensive battle with both offenses
well contained. A few timely in-

terceptions by each team halted
potential scoring threats.
Theta Chi, Westgate tie 6-6
Westgate and Theta Chi battled
to an exciting 6-6 double overtime. Quarterback Tom Franzel
'66 drove his team 30 yards and
carried the ball around end five
yards to give his team a 6-0 first
quarter lead. The all important
extra point was missed on an incompleted pass attempt. Westgate
did not score until the third quarter when a 10 yard TD pass to
Paul Croce capped a fourty yard
drive. Again the PAT attempt
was missed on an incompleted
pass.
The game was a defensive contest in which the big Westgate
stopping
line was continually
Theta Chi from scoring from wifthin the five yard line.
Lambda Chi over Sammnies
Lambda Chi Alpha overpowered
Sigma Alpha Mu in a rough 12-6
decision. Lambda Chi did all its
scoring in the first half as Tony
Pasquale '66 and Bill Chotkowsldki
'67 tallied- six points apiece. The
Sammies came back late in the
third quarter with an interception
and a TD drive that ended with
a 15 yard pass from Stu Nemser
'66 to Rich Palmer '66.
Gusty winds prevented a strong
passing game as both teams were
intercepted three times. Lamnba
Chi was forced to rely on a strong
up-the-middle running attackBurton takes Grad House
Behind Hal "Chip" Hultgren '66
the Burton "A" team swept to an
easy 32-6 victory over Grad
House. Operating from the quarterback spot Chip ran for three
touchdowns, threw for two others
and scored an extra point as well.
The Burton's rebounded sharply
from last week's tough 13-12 loss.
Grad
scored
Mendell
Lorne
House's only touchdown which
came late in the game. Other
scorers for Burton House were
Ernest Eich with seven and Sid
Everett with six points.
"B" league scores
Saturday "B" league play included three shutouts. Phi Kappa
Theta smothered Chi Phi 35-0,
Grad House Dining trounced Baker "B" 27-0 and Zeta Beta Tau
pinned a 1540 loss on Senior

Photo by Saul

House. Other Saturday action included Tau Epsilon Phi's lopsided
57-6 romp over Phi Beta Epsilon
and an 8-8 tie between Pi Lambda
Phi and Lambda Chi Alpha that
will have to be replayed.
Eight "B" league games were
played Sunday. Sigma Phi Epsilon ripped East Campus 39-12,
Grad Management Society shut
cut Alpha Tau Omega 25-0, Burton House "B" blanked Theta Xi
20-0N,Delta Kappa Epsilon edged
Student House 7-0, Sigma Chi
shaded NRSA "A" 12-6, Phi Kappa Sigma outscored NRSA "B"*
26-18 and Phi Sigma Kappa

topped Theta Delta Chi 15-7. Also
Beta Theta Pi defeated the Baker
DIVnISION A
eargue I
Lambda Chi AMlpba A
Epsilon
Sigma Alpha

2
2

4
0

Delta Upsilon
Sigma Alpha Mu

1I
Le~tgue Lesgue
H!
Beta Theta Pi
Phi Delta Theta
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Baker A

from New Engad camre,
were decisively beaten by t
gineers. Later on in the '
Brown and Coast Guard _
prove to be Tech's toughes
petition.
Next week the sailors stion in three meets. On Sa*
is the N.E.I.S.A. Sloop aC_
ship, Elimination "A" at ,
Guard. Then on Sunday theyt
pete for the Wood Trlp
Brown. Monday MIT hostf
Oberg Trophy races on
Charles.
The freshman team sees t
first action of the year next F
day as MIT will host the H
gonal. So for some fine Sp
get out and watch the sa
teams next weekend.
The order of finish in the L
mark Trophy:
1st MIT2nd Brown
3rd Coast Guard
4th Dartmouth
5th Cornell
6th Ttufts
7th Northeastern
- 8th Wayme State 9th, Harvard
10th Boston University
11th Boston College
12th Klng's Point
13th Stevens
14th Trinity
116th University of Toronto
16th Wesleyan

By Armen Varteressian
The MIT cross-country team
triumphed over opponents from
RPI and WPI last Saturday in
Troy, N.Y. The Techmen led the
pack with a score of 29, followed
by RPI with 41 and WPI with
56. Tech harrier Sumnner Brown
'66 took honors in a field of 27
by running the 4.68 mile course
in 25:56. Brown's time will stand
as a course record since it was
the first time the new course had
been run.
Wesson OK after collapse
The four other Techmen contributing to the score were Bill
Purves '66 (4th), Rob Wesson '66
(Sth), Dick McMilin '65 (7th),
and Don Raab '67 (12ffth). Wesson, after rurming in third place
throughout most of the race, tired
and dropped .to fifth in the final
minutes. After finishing he collapsed, and was treated for heat
exhaustion. Wesson will be able
to compete, however, in the MIT-
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By Dave Carrier
MIT meets Harvard in what will undoubtedly be the most

( contested soccer game of the season today at 3:00 p.m. on Bre
0 Field. Three years ago, Harvard beat us, 4-3. TWro years ago,
0
o wouldn't play us because we weren't enough competition for thi

o a warm-up game for them. But it was a disaster as we domaila
0 0
2 0 the play to win 3-2. Regardless of how the soccer team fares ag
2 0 'other schools, Harvard is the one team to beat
[
Look for outstanding performances by Eddie Roberts '65 cZn
) 0
1 0 forward, Mohamed Chikhaoui '65, inside left, and Savitra Bhofiwi
1
2 0 '66, center halfback. We's got a lot of talent this year, but they s
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and Mr. Smith, Director of Ath3
letics will be on hand for the 9 c'4 ,
0 ceremony.
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the T-Club, will be officially dedi0 cated at halftime. Dean Wadleigh
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RPI's 19, but far ahead of W:78. Best frosh time was po
by RPI's Bell wit a 19:41
3.44 miles. Best Tech timeri
turned in by Dan Hoban, w
placed second a short 8 sec
behind Bell. Except for Hobti
the first 7 places were held
RPI runners.
Next engagement for the l
long-distance men will be S
day vs. Springfield College.
e
ould b faced
ecm
Techen should be faced
challenge from a perpetu
good team.
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011
addition, the new Outdoor I,
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Westgate
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tion with 46 points, far bid

Last year, they kindly condescended to meet us again; it was tOW

Burton A
GraAd Economics

Grad House

0

Springfield meet this Satu*:
October 10.
Top man for WPI was Paut
who placed second 19 secmdst
hind Brown, while RPI's low m
ner was Stepp, in third placeseconds back.
Freshman second
The MIT freshman team pks
a poor second in their coml

2 0

Delta
Deta
T
Delta Tau Delta2

Phi Sigma Kappa

gate touchdown drive at the Theta Chi 10-yard line. The IM
game ended in a thrilling 6-6 double overtime deadlock and enabled the Fijis to take an undisputed first place in League IV.

class A with 125 points. This was
92% of the possible points-a fantastic percentage. Out of his eight
races, he had three firsts, three
seconds, a fourth and a sixth.
On one race, he had a good fifty
yard lead so the officials went
into the boat house to add up the
points. When he crossed the line,
there was nobody to announce it
so Schwanz grabbed the mike and
said, "Number ten, MIT. Well
done." Needless to say this created a little excitement as officials
camne running out to the line.
The middle of the starting line
was favored-a very rare occurrence. Usually one end has an
advantage by being into the wind,
but not so last weekend. The medium to heavy winds created a
lee behind a building at one end,
and at the other end was a bad
current.
This makes the first time in
ten years that MIT has won the
Danmark Trophy. They broke

House "A" team 1-0 in a forfeited match.

Grad House
Baker B

Mooalem

Mooallem

Al TervaIon's one - handed
catch of aDick Morgan '65 pass
helps Phi Kappa Theta romp
35-0 over Chi Phi Saturday.

Phi
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as he was high point skipper in

Coast Guard's streak at
this race, the best compj

Tech harriers take first

Zeta Beta Tau
Senior House

Sophomore Ray Ferrara's brilliant interception halts a West-

by Terry Cronburg '66. Ed Shaw
'65, Don Schwanz '66, Chet Osborn '67, Tom Maier '67, and
Fred Kern '65 rounded out the
six man team.
Cronburg high.point skipper
Cronburg was man of the day
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